Fiber bundle model captures correctly the collective fracture-failure behavior and its dynamics of a system or composite under external load or force. We give a detailed introduction to this model, its intriguing dynamical behavior, the associated criticality etc. We also discuss the applications of the model in several other fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
In materials science and engineering, a class of simple models, known as fiber bundle models, has proven to be very effective in practical applications such as fiber reinforced composites. In this context, such models have a history that goes back to the twenties (Peirce, 1926) , and they constitute today an elaborate toolbox for studying such materials, rendering computer studies orders of magnitudes more efficient than brute force methods. Since the late eighties (Sornette, 1989) , these models have received increasing attention in the physics community due to their deceivingly simple appearance coupled with an extraordinary richness of behaviors. As these models are just at the edge of what is possible analytically and typically not being very challenging from a numerical point of view so that extremely good statistics on large systems are available, they are perfect as model systems for studying failure phenomena as a part of theoretical physics.
Fracture and material stability has for practical reasons interested humanity ever since we started using tools: our pottery should be able to withstand handling, our huts should be able to withstand normal weather. As science took on the form we know today during the Renaisance, Leonardo da Vinci studied five hundred years ago experimentally the strength of wires -fiber bundles -as a function of their length (Lund and Byrne, 2001) . Systematic strength studies, but on beams, were also pursued systematic by Galileo Galilei one hundred years later, as was done by Edme Mariotte (of gas law fame) who pressurized vessels until they burst in connection with the construction of a fountain at Versailles. For some reason, mainstream physics moved away from fracture and breakdown problems in the nineteenth century, and it is only during the last twenty years that fracture problems have been studied within physics proper. The reason for this is most probably the advent of the computer as a research tool, rendering problems that were beyond the reach of systematic theoretical study now accessible.
If we were to single out the most important contribution from the physics community with respect to fracture phenomena, it must be the focus on fluctuations rather than averages. What good is the knowledge of the average behavior a system when faced with a single sample and this being liable to breakdown given the right fluctuations? This review, being written by physicists, reflects this point of view, and hence, fluctuations play an important role throughout it.
Even though we may trace the study of fiber bundles to Leonardo da Vinci, their modern story starts with the already mentioned work by Peirce (1926) . In 1945, Daniels published a seminal review cum research article on fiber bundles which still today must be regarded as essential reading in the field (Daniels, 1945) . In this paper, the fiber bundle model is treated as a problem of statistics and the analysis is performed within this framework, rather than treating it within materials science. The fiber bundle is viewed as a collection of elastic objects connected in parallel and clamped to a medium that transmits forces between the fibers. The elongation of a fiber is linearly related to the force it carries up to a maximum value. When this value is reached, the fiber fails by no longer being able to carry any force. The threshold value is assigned from some initially chosen probability distribution, and do not change thereafter. When the fiber fails, the force it carried is redistributed. If the clamps deform under loading, fibers closer to the just-failed fiber will absorb more of the force compared to those further away. If the clamps, on the other hand, are rigid, the force is equally distributed to all the surviving fibers. Daniels discussed this latter case. A typical question posed and answered in this paper would be the average strength of a bundle of N fibers, but also the variance of the average strength of the entire bundle. The present review takes the same point of view, discussing the fiber bundle model as a statistical model. Only in Section V we discuss the fiber bundle model in the context of materials science with all the realism of real materials considered. However, we have not attempted to include any discussions of the many experimental studies that have been performed on systems where fiber bundles constitute the appropriate tool. This is beyond the scope of this statistical-physics based review.
After introducing (Section II) the fiber bundle model to our readers, in Section III, we present the Global Load Sharing Model, which was sketched just a few lines back. This seemingly simple model is in fact extremely rich. For example, the load at which catastrophic failure occurs is a second order critical point with essentially all the features usually seen in systems displaying such behavior. However in this case, the system is analytically tractable. In fact, we believe that the global load sharing fiber bundle may be an excellent system for teaching second order phase transitions at the college level. Under the heading of Fluctuations, we discuss the burst distribution, i.e., the statistics of simultaneously failing fibers during loading: When a fiber fails and the force it was carrying is redistributed, one or more other fibers may be driven above their failing thresholds.
In Section IV Local Load Sharing is discussed. This bit of added realism comes at the added cost that analytical treatment becomes much more difficult. There are, still, a number of analytical results in the literature. One may see intuitively how local load sharing complicates the problem, since the relative positions of the fibers now become important. Under global load sharing, every surviving fibers gets the same excess force and, hence, where they are does not matter. There are essentially three local load sharing models in the literature. The first one dictates that the nearest surviving neighbors of the failing fiber absorb its load. Then there are "softer models" where the redistribution follows a power law in the distance to the failing fiber. Lastly, there is the model where the clamps holding the fibers are elastic themselves, and this leads to non-equal redistribution of the forces.
Section V contains a review of the use of fiber bundle models in applications such as materials science. We discuss fatigue, thermal failure, viscoelastic effects and precursors of global failure. We then go on to review the large field of modeling fiber reinforced composites.
Here fiber bundle models constitute the starting point of the analysis, which, by its very nature, is rather complex seen from the viewpoint of statistical physics. Lastly, we review some applications of fiber bundle models in connection with systems that initially would seem quite far from the concept of a fiber bundle, such as traffic jams.
We end this review by a summary with few concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. FIBER BUNDLE MODELS
Imagine a heavy load hanging from a rigid anchor point (say, at the roof) by a rope or a bundle of fibers. If the load exceeds a threshold value, the bundle fails. How does the failure proceeds in the bundle? Unless all the fibers in the bundle have got identical breaking thresholds (and that never happens in a real rope), the failure dynamics proceeds in a typical collective load transfer way. One can assume that in this kind of situation the load is equally shared by all the intact fibers in the bundle. However, the breaking threshold for each of the fibers being different, some fibers fail before others and, consequently, the load per surviving fiber increases as it gets redistributed and shared equally by the rest. This increased load per fiber may induce further breaking of some fibers and the avalanche continues, or it stops if all the surviving fibers can withstand the redistributed load per fiber. This collective or cooperative failure dynamics and the consequent avalanches or bursts are typical for the failure in any many-body system. It captures the essential features of failure during fracture propagation (recorded by acoustic emissions), earthquake avalanches (main and aftershocks), traffic jams (due to dynamic clustering), etc.
The model was first introduced in 1926 by Peirce (1926) in the context of textile engineering. Since then it was modified a little and investigated, mainly numerically, with various realistic fiber threshold distributions by the engineering community (Coleman, 1957a; Daniels, 1945; Harlow and Phoenix, 1978; Phoenix and Smith, 1983) .
Starting from late eighties, physicists took interest in the avalanche distribution in the model and in its dynamics (Andersen et al. , 1997; Gomez et al., 1993; Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Kloster et al., 1997; Newman and Gabrielov, 1991; Pradhan et al., 2002; Sornette, 1989 Sornette, , 1992 Zapperi et al., 1997) .
A recursive dynamical equation was set up for the equal-load-sharing version recently (de Silveira, 1999; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2001 ) and the dynamic critical behavior is now solved exactly (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003; Pradhan et al., 2002; Pradhan and Hemmer, 2007) . In addition to the extensive numerical results Zhang and Ding, 1994) on the effect of short-range fluctuations (local load sharing cases), some progress with analytical studies (Duxbury and Leath, 1994; Gomez et al., 1993; Harlow, 1985; Harlow and Phoenix, 1991; Kloster et al., 1997) have also been made.
III. GLOBAL LOAD SHARING MODEL
The simplest and the oldest version of the model is the equal load sharing (ELS) model, in which the load previously carried by a failed fiber is shared equally by all the remaining intact fibers in the system. As the applied load is shared globally, this model is also known as global load sharing (GLS) model or democratic fiber bundle model. Due to the consequent meanfield nature, some exact results could be extracted for this model and this was demonstrated by Daniels (1945) in a classic work some sixty years ago. The typical relaxation dynamics of this model has been solved recently which has clearly established a robust critical behavior (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003; Pradhan et al., 2002; Pradhan and Hemmer, 2007) .
A bundle can be loaded in two different ways: Strain controlled and force controlled. In the strain controlled method, at each step the whole bundle is stretched till the weakest fiber fails. Clearly, when number of fibers N is very large, strain is increased by infinitesimal amount at each step until complete breakdown and therefore the process is considered as a quasi-static way of loading. On the other hand, in the force controlled method, the external force (load) on the bundle is increased by same amount at each step until the breakdown. The basic difference between these two methods is that the first The original position of the rigid platform on which force has been applied, is indicated. All the fibers are assumed to have the same elastic constant (normalized to unity here) until breaking, while the breaking strength of these fibers are assumed to be randomly dispersed. As the bundle gets strained (x > 0), some weaker fibers (having lower stress or strain capacity) fail, and the number of intact fibers decrease from its starting value N . Consequently, the stress on them (or the strain) increases due to the redistribution or transfer of loads from the failing fibers. Some of these fibers may fail further as they can not support this extra redistributed load. The process stops if there is no further failure, and the bundle will show nonlinear elastic response (although each fiber has linear elastic behavior until breaking). Otherwise, the bundle fails when the stress concentration on the fibers (due to the dynamic stress redistribution) become so high that none of the fibers can withstand that.
method ensures the failure of single fiber (weakest one among the intact fibers) at each loading step, while in the second method sometimes none of the fibers fail and sometimes more than one fail in one loading step.
Let x denote the strain of the fibers in the bundle. Assuming the fibers to be linearly elastic up to their respective failure point (with unit elastic constant), we can represent the stresses on each of the surviving fibers by the same quantity x. The strength of a fiber is usually determined by the stress value x it can bear, and beyond which it fails. We therefore denote the strength distribution of the fibers in the bundle by p(x) and the corresponding cumulative distribution by P (x) = x 0 p(y)dy. Two popular examples of threshold distributions are the uniform distribution
x/x r for 0 ≤ x ≤ x r 1 for x > x r ,
and the Weibull distribution
Here x r is a reference threshold, and the dimensionless number ρ is the Weibull index (Fig. 2 ).
In the strain controlled loading, at a strain x, the total force on the bundle is x times the number of intact fibers. The expected or average force at this stage is therefore (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Sornette, 1989 Sornette, , 1992 F (x) = N x (1 − P (x)). The maximum F c of F (x) corresponds to the value x c for which dF/dx vanishes:
Here the failure process is basically driven by fluctuations and can be analyzed using extreme order statistics (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Kloster et al., 1997; Sornette, 1989 Sornette, , 1992 . In the force controlled method, if force F is applied on a bundle having N fibers, when the system reaches an equilibrium, the strain or effective stress x is (see Fig. 1 )
Therefore, at the equilibrium state, Eq. 3 and Eq. 5 are identical. It is possible to construct recursive dynamics (de Silveira, 1999; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2001) of the failure process for a given load and the fixed-point solutions explore the average behavior of the system at the equilibrium state.
A. Average behavior Fig. 1 shows a static fiber bundle model in the ELS mode where N fibers are connected in parallel to each other (clamped at both ends) and a force is applied at one end. At the first step all fibers that cannot withstand the applied stress break. Then the stress is redistributed on the surviving fibers, which compels further fibers to break. This starts an iterative process that continues until an equilibrium is reached, or all fibers fail. The average behavior is manifested when the initial load is macroscopic (very large N ).
Recursive breaking dynamics
The breaking dynamics can be represented by recursion relations (de Silveira, 1999; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2001) in discrete time steps. Let N t be the number of fibers that survive after time step t, where time indicates the number of stress redistribution steps. Then one can write (de Silveira, 1999 )
Now we introduce σ = F/N , the applied stress and U t = N t /N , the fraction of surviving fibers. Then the effective stress after t time step becomes x t = σ Ut and after t + 1 time steps the surviving fraction of total fibers is U t+1 = 1 − P (x t ). Therefore we can construct the following recursion relations (Pradhan et al., 2002; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2001 ):
and U t+1 = 1 − P (σ/U t ); U 0 = 1.
At equilibrium U t+1 = U t ≡ U * and x t+1 = x t ≡ x * . These equations (Eqs. 7 and 8) can be solved at and around the fixed points for the particular strength distribution p(x).
Solution of the dynamics: Critical behavior
Let us choose the uniform density of fiber strength distribution (Eq. 1) up to the cutoff x r = 1. Then the cumulative distribution becomes P (σ/U t ) = σ/U t . Therefore U t follows a recursion relation
This nonlinear recursion equation is somewhat characteristic of the dynamics of fiber bundle models and such dynamics can be obtained in many different ways. For example, the failed fraction 1 − U t+1 at time t+ 1 is given by the fraction F/N U t = σ/U t of the load shared by the intact fibers at time t and for the uniform distribution of thresholds ( Fig. 2A) , one readily gets Eq. (9).
At the fixed point the above relation takes the quadratic forms U * 2 − U * + σ = 0, with the solution
Here σ c is the critical value of initial applied stress beyond which the bundle fails completely. Thus U * (σ) − U * (σ c ) behaves like an order parameter signalling partial failure of the bundle when it is non-zero (positive).
One can also obtain the breakdown susceptibility χ, defined as the change of U * (σ) due to an infinitesimal increment of the applied stress σ
Such a divergence in χ had already been reported in several studies (Moreno et al., 2000; Zapperi et al., 1997 Zapperi et al., , 1999a .
To study the dynamics away from criticality (σ → σ c from below), the recursion relation (Eq. 9) can be replaced by a differential equation
Close to the fixed point, U t (σ) = U * (σ) + ∆U , (where ∆U → 0) and this gives
where τ = 1 2 1 2 (σ c − σ) −1/2 + 1 . Therefore, near the critical point:
At the critical point (σ = σ c ), a dynamic critical behavior has been observed in the relaxation of the failure process to the fixed point. From the recursion relation (Eq. 9) it can be easily verified that the fraction U t (σ c ) follows a simple power-law decay:
starting from U 0 = 1. For large t (t → ∞), this reduces to U t − 1/2 ∝ t −η ; η = 1; indicating critical slowing down which is a robust characterization of the critical state.
Universality class of the model
The critical properties, obtained above, are for the uniform threshold distribution, and the natural question is how general the results are. To check the universality of the ELS model, two other types of fiber strength distributions can be easily considered : Linearly increasing density distribution and linearly decreasing density distribution within the limit 0 and 1 (normalized cut-off strength).
For a linearly increasing density distribution:
the cumulative distribution becomes P (x t ) = x 2 t . Therefore U t follows a recursion relation
At the fixed point, the above recursion relation can be represented by a cubic equations: (U * ) 3 − (U * ) 2 + σ 2 = 0. Solution of this equation gives the value of critical stress σ c = 4/27 (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003) which is the strength of the bundle for the above fiber strength distribution. Here, the order parameter can be defined as before: O = U * (σ) − U * (σ c ) and this goes as O ∝ (σ c −σ) α ; α = 1/2 . Also the susceptibility and relaxation time both diverge as the critical point is approached from below:
, and at the critical point (σ = σ c ), the breaking dynamics becomes critically slow : U t − U * (σ c ) ∝ t −η ; η = 1. For linearly decreasing density distribution:
the cumulative distribution becomes P (x t ) = 2x t − x 2 t . Then U t follows recursion relation
At the fixed point, we get the cubic equation: (U * ) 3 − (U * ) 2 + 2σU * − σ 2 = 0, and the solution suggests the value of critical stress σ c = 4/27 (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003) . As in the previous cases, the order parameter follows power law: O ∝ (σ c − σ) α ; α = 1/2 . Both, the susceptibility and relaxation time diverge with the power laws when the critical point is approached from below:
At the critical point, we get the critical slowing of the failure process : U t − U * (σ c ) ∝ t −η ; η = 1. Thus the ELS fiber bundles (for different fiber strength distributions) show phase transition with a well defined order parameter which shows similar power law variation on the way the critical point is approached. For all the cases the susceptibility and relaxation time diverge following similar power laws and the failure processes show similar critical slowing at the critical point. This suggests FIG. 3 Branching ratio as a function of applied stress for three different ρ (Weibull index) [from (Moreno et al., 2000) ].
strongly that the critical behavior is universal, which we now prove through general arguments .
When an iteration is close to the fixed point, we have for the deviation
to lowest order in d t . This guarantees an exponential relaxation to the fixed point, d t ∝ e −t/τ , with parameter
Criticality is determined by the extremum condition (Eq. 4), which by the relation (Eq. 8) takes the form
Thus τ = ∞ at criticality. To study the relaxation at criticality we must expand Eq. (21) to second order in d t since to first order we simply get the useless equation
To second order we obtain
with a positive constant C. This is satisfied by
Hence in general the dominating critical behavior for the approach to the fixed point is a power law with η = 1. The values α = β = θ = 1 2 can be shown to be consequences of the parabolic maximum of the load curve at criticality. Thus all threshold distributions for which the macroscopic strength function has a single parabolic maximum, is in this universality class.
It is clear that at the critical stress value σ c , ELS fiber bundles show phase transition from partially broken state to completely broken state. What is the order of this phase transition? Zapperi et al. (1997 Zapperi et al. ( , 1999a considered the fraction of unbroken fibers as the order parameter and as it has a discontinuity at the critical stress value, they suggested, after a mean-field analysis, that it can be seen as a first-order phase transition similar to spinodal instability (Monette, 1994) . Later, a new parameter was identified (Moreno et al., 2000) : the branching ratio (ζ), which is defined as the probability of triggering further breaking given an individual failure. The branching ratio continuously approaches (Fig. 3) the value 1 at the critical stress (σ c ) starting from 0 value (for very small σ). Also it shows a power law variation: 1 − ζ ∝ (σ c − σ) β , with β = 1/2. Therefore 1 − ζ acts as the order parameter showing a continuous transition at the critical point, signalling a second-order phase transition. As mentioned earlier Pradhan and Chakrabarti (2001) and Pradhan et al. (2002) considered the difference between the fraction of unbroken fibers at any σ and at σ c , as the order parameter (O): it shows a similar continuous variation with the applied stress: O ∝ (σ c −σ) β , with β = 1/2. Apart from this, the susceptibility and relaxation time diverge at the critical point following power laws having universal exponent values (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003; Pradhan et al., 2002) . One may therefore conclude that at the critical point the ELS fiber bundles show a secondorder phase transition with robust critical behavior as discussed here.
Relaxation behavior and critical amplitude ratio
When an external load F is applied to a fiber bundle, the iterative failure process continues until all fibers fail, or an equilibrium situation with a nonzero bundle strength is reached. Since the number of fibers is finite, the number of steps, t f , in this sequential process is finite. Following Pradhan and Hemmer (2007) , we now determine how t f depends upon the applied stress σ.
The state of the bundle can be characterized as precritical or post-critical depending upon the stress value relative to the critical stress σ c = F c /N, above which the bundle collapses completely. The function t f (σ) that we now focus on, exhibits critical divergence when the critical point is approached from either side. As an example, we show in Fig. 4 the t f (σ) obtained by simulation for a uniform threshold distribution.
We study the stepwise failure process in the bundle, when a fixed external load F = N σ is applied. Let N t be the number of intact fibers at step no. t, with N 0 = N . We want to determine how N t decreases until the degradation process stops. When N is a large number, the breaking dynamics can be represented by the recursion relation
where U t = N t /N is considered as a continuous variable.
(a) Post-critical relaxation
We study first the post-critical situation, σ > σ c , with positive values of ǫ = σ − σ c , and start with the simplest one, uniform threshold distribution (Eq. 1) with the critical point at x c = 1/2, σ c = 1/4. Then the basic relation (Eq. 23) takes the form
This nonlinear iteration can be transformed into a linear relation. We introduce first
Then we put y t = tan v t , which gives
Hence we get v t+1 − v t = tan −1 (2 √ ǫ), with solution
In the original variable the solution reads
where U 0 = 1 has been used. Eq. (24) shows that when U t obtains a value in the interval (0, σ), the next iteration gives complete bundle failure. Taking U t = σ as the penultimate value gives a lower bound, t l f , for the number of iterations, while using U t = 0 in (Eq. 29) gives an upper bound t u f . Adding unity for the final iteration, Eq. (29) gives the bounds
and Note that both the upper and the lower bound behave as ǫ − 1 2 for small ǫ. A rough approximation near the critical point is
with κ + = π/2. Due to the inherent simplicity, uniform distribution is somewhat easy to analyze. Therefore we now discuss how to handle other distributions. Let us start with a Weibull distribution (Eq. 2) with index 5. The critical parameters for this case are x c = 5 −1/5 = 0.72478 and σ c = (5e) −1/5 = 0.5933994. The interesting values of the external stress are close to σ c , because for large supercritical stresses the bundle breaks down almost immediately. For σ slightly above σ c the iteration function
takes the form sketched in Fig. 6 . The iteration function is almost tangent to the reflection line U t+1 = U t and a long channel of width proportional to ǫ appears. The dominating number of iterations occur within this channel (see Fig. 6 ). The channel wall formed by the iteration function is almost parabolic and is well approximated by a second-order expression
Here U c = e −1/5 is the fixed point, U t+1 = U t , of the iteration at σ = σ c . With u = (U − U c )/b and ǫ = σ − σ c Eq. (34) takes the form
with A = ab. In the channel u changes very slowly, so we may treat the difference equation as a a differential equation:
with solution
Thus t e − t s = (Aǫ)
is the number of iterations in the channel, starting with u s , ending with u e . This treatment is general and can be applied to any threshold distribution near criticality. Although the vast majority of the iterations occur in the channel, there are a few iterations at the entrance and at the exit of the channel that may require attention in special cases. The situation is similar to type I intermittency in dynamical systems, but in our case the channel is traversed merely once.
For the Weibull distribution the expansion (Eq. 34) has the precise form
where U c = e −1/5 , a = 5 2 e 1/5 , b = 5 1/5 and A = 5 2 (5e) 1/5 . For completeness we must also consider the number of iteration to reach the entrance to the channel. It is not meaningful to use the quadratic approximation (Eq. 39) where it is not monotonously increasing, i.e. for U > U m = U c + 1/(2a) = 6 5 e −1/5 ≃ 0.98. Thus we take U s = U m as the entrance to the channel, and add one extra iteration to arrive from U 0 = 1 to the channel entrance.
(Numerical evidence for this extra step: For σ = σ c the iteration (Eq. 33) starts as follows: U 0 = 1.00, U 1 = 0.93, U 2 = 0.90, while using the quadratic function with U 0 = U m = 0.98 as the initial value, we get after one step U 1 = 0.90, approximately the same value that the exact iteration reaches after two steps.) With U e = 0 we obtain from Eq.(38), in the Weibull case, the estimate
A/ǫ /5b)
with A = 5 2 (5e) 1/5 and b = 5 1/5 . Near the critical point Eq. (40) has the asymptotic form
with κ + = π(2/5) 1/2 (5e) −1/10 . The critical index is the same as for the uniform threshold distribution. The theoretical estimates give an excellent representation of the simulation data (see Fig. 5B ).
(b) Pre-critical relaxation
We now assume the external stress to be pre-critical, σ < σ c , and introduce the positive parameter ε = σ c − σ to characterize the deviation from the critical point. Starting with uniform threshold distribution and introducing
In this case we put z t = tanh w t , which gives
Thus w t+1 − w t = tanh −1 (2 √ ε), i.e.
Starting with U 0 = 1, we obtain z 0 = 2 √ ε and hence 
This corresponds to
in the original variable. Apparently U t reaches a fixed point U * = 1 2 + √ ε after an infinite number of iterations. However, for a bundle with finite number of fibers, only a finite number of steps is needed for the iteration to arrive at a fixed point N * which is approximately (Pradhan et al., 2002; Pradhan and Hemmer, 2007) 
As a consequence, we can use
as the final value in (Eq. 46). Consequently we obtain the following estimate for the number of iterations to reach this value:
Fig . 7A shows that the simulation data are well approximated by the analytic formula (Eq. 49).
For very large N Eq. (49) is approximated by
with κ − = ln(N )/4. The critical behavior is again characterized by a square root divergence. Again we use the Weibull distribution (Eq. 2) as an example threshold distribution. In principle, the iteration,
will reach a fixed point U * after infinite many steps. The deviation from the fixed point, U t − U * , will decrease exponentially near the fixed point:
with
For the Weibull threshold distribution with index = 5
and thus
If we allow ourselves to use the exponential formula (Eq. 52) all the way from U 0 = 1, we obtain
For a finite number N of fibers the iteration will stop after a finite number of steps. It is a reasonable supposition to assume that the iteration stops when N t − N * is of the order 1. This corresponds to take the left-hand side of (56) equal to 1/N . The corresponding number of iterations is then given by
in general, and
in the Weibull case. Solving the Weibull iteration U * = exp(−(σ/U * ) 5 ) with respect to σ and inserting into (58), we obtain
These two equations represent the function t(σ) on parameter form, with U * running from U c = e −1/5 to U * = 1. For U * = U c = e −1/5 (59) shows that t f is infinite, as it should be. To investigate the critical neighborhood we put U * = U c (1 + ξ) with ξ small, to obtain to lowest order
The combination of (61) and (62) gives, once more, the square root divergence
now with the magnitude
Simulation results for the pre-critical Weibull distribution are shown in Fig. 7B . which shows good agreement with the analytic solution (Eqs. 59-60). For a general threshold distribution the divergence and its amplitude are most easily deduced by expanding both the load curve σ = x[1−P (x)] and the characteristic time τ around the critical threshold x c . To lowest contributing order in x c − x we find
and
Inserting for (x c − x) from the equation above, and using (58), we find
To show how the magnitude of the amplitude κ − depends on the form of the threshold distribution, we consider a Weibull distribution
with varying coefficient ρ, and constant average strength. With a = Γ(1 + 1/ρ) the average strength x equals unity, and the width takes the value
Here Γ is the Gamma function. Using the power series expansion Γ(1 + z) = 1 − 0.577z + 0.989z 2 + . . . we see how the width decreases with increasing ρ:
For the Weibull distribution (69) we use (68) to calculate the amplitude κ − , with the result
the last expression for large ρ. Comparison between (71) and (72) shows that for narrow distributions
That narrow distributions give small amplitudes could be expected: Many fibers with strengths of almost the same magnitude will tend to break simultaneously, hence the relaxation process goes quicker.
(c) Universality of critical amplitude ratio
As function of the initial stress σ the number of relaxation steps, t f (σ), shows a divergence |σ − σ c | −1/2 at the critical point, both on the pre-critical and post-critical side. This is a generic result, valid for a general probability distribution of the individual fiber strength thresholds. On the post-critical side t f (σ) is independent of the system size N for large N . On the pre-critical side there is, however, a weak (logarithmic) N -dependence, as witnessed by Eqs. (46), (47) and (55). Note that the critical amplitude ratio takes the same value κ − /κ + = ln(N )/2π for the uniform and the Weibull distributions. This shows the universal nature of the critical amplitude ratio, independent of the threshold distribution. Note the difference with normal critical phenomena (Aharony, 1976) due to the appearance of the ln(N ) in this amplitude ratio here. Also, note that this universal value is valid for all the ELS systems.
Non-linear stress-strain behavior
The non-linear elastic behavior of fiber bundles has been observed in ELS models (Pradhan et al., 2002; Sornette, 1989) . In case of strain controlled loading, using the theory of extreme order statistics, it has been shown (Sornette, 1989) that ELS bundles shows nonlinear stress-strain behavior after an initial linear part up to which no fiber fails. Similar non-linear behavior is seen in the force controlled loading case as well. Moreover, from the recursive failure dynamics, the amount of stress drop at the breaking point can be calculated exactly (Pradhan et al., 2002) . To demonstrate the scenario we consider an ELS bundle with uniform fiber strength distribution, having a lower cutoff C L , such that for stresses below the lower cutoff, none of the fibers fail. Hence, until failure of any of the fibers, the bundle shows linear elastic behavior. As soon as the fibers start to fail, the stress-strain relationship becomes non-linear. This nonlinearity can be easily calculated in the ELS model, using Eq. (8) for the failure dynamics of the model.
Fibers are here assumed to be elastic, each having unit force constant, with their breaking strengths (thresholds) distributed uniformly within the interval [C L , 1] :
For an applied stress σ ≤ C L none of the fibers break, though they are elongated by an amount ε = x = σ. The dynamics of breaking starts when applied stress σ becomes greater than C L . For σ > C L , the basic recursion relation (Eq. 8) takes the form:
which has stable fixed points:
The model now has a critical point
beyond which the bundle fails completely. At each fixed point, there will be an equilibrium elongation ε(σ) and a corresponding stress S = U * ε(σ) develops in the system (bundle). From Eq. (75), one gets (for σ > C L )
Also, from the force balance condition, at each fixedpoint ε(σ) = x * . Therefore, the stress-strain relation for the ELS model finally becomes:
The stress-strain relation in a ELS bundle is shown in Fig. 8 , where the initial linear region has unit slope (the force constant of each fiber). This Hooke's region for the stress S continues up to the strain value ε = C L , until which no one of the fibers breaks. After this, nonlinearity appears due to the failure of a few of the fibers and the consequent decrease of U * (σ). It finally drops to zero discontinuously by an amount x * c U * (σ c ) = 1/[4(1 − C L )] at the breaking point σ = σ c or ε = x * c = 1/2 for the bundle. It may be noted that in this model the internal stress x * c is universally equal to 1/2, independent of C L at the failure point σ = σ c .
Effect of lower cutoff: Instant failure situation
A low cutoff in the fiber threshold distribution excludes the presence of very weak fibers in a bundle. The
The stress-strain curve for an ELS bundle with CL = 0.2 .
weaker fibers mainly reduces the strength of a bundle. But in practice we always try to build stronger and stronger materials (ropes, cables etc.) from the fibrous elements. Therefore this situation (exclusion of weaker fibers) is very realistic. In this section we discuss the effect of a low cutoff on the failure properties of ELS and LLS bundles. We follow the weakest fiber breaking approach (Daniels, 1945; Hemmer and Hansen, 1992) : The applied load is tuned in such a way that only the weakest fiber (among the intact fibers) will fail after each step of loading. We first find the extreme condition when the whole bundle fails instantly after the first fiber ruptures. As the strength thresholds of N fibers are uniformly distributed between C L and 1 (Eq. 74), the weakest fiber fails at a stress C L (for large N ). After this single fiber failure, the load will be redistributed within intact fibers resulting a global stress x f = N C L /(N − 1). Now, the number of intact fibers having strength threshold below x f is
Stress redistribution can break at least another fiber if N P (x f ) ≥ 1 and this 'second' failure will trigger another failure and so on. Thus the successive breaking of fibers cannot be stopped till the complete collapse of the bundle. Clearly, there cannot be any fixed point (critical point) for such 'instant failure' situation. Putting the value of x f we get
which gives
In the large N limit the above condition can be written as C L ≥ 1/2. Therefore, the condition to get a fixed point in the failure process is C L < 1/2. The dotted line represents the analytic form (eqn. 84), triangles are the simulated data for a strictly uniform strength distribution, and the circles represent the data (averages are taken for 5000 samples) for a uniform on average distribution.
We can also calculate how many steps are required to attain the final catastrophic failure for C L < 1/2. Let us assume that we have to increase the external load n times before the final failure. At each step of such load increment only one fiber fails. Then after n step the following condition should be fulfilled to have a catastrophic failure:
where
The solution gives
The above equation suggests that at C L = 1/2, n = 0. But in reality we have to put the external load once to break the weakest fiber of the bundle. Therefore, n = 1 for C L ≥ 1/2 (Fig. 9) . To check the validity of the above calculation we take 'strictly uniform' and uniform on average distributions of fiber strength. In our 'strictly uniform' distribution the strength of the k-th
We can see in Fig. 9 that the 'strictly uniform distribution' exactly obeys the analytic formula (Eq. 84) but the uniform on average distribution shows slight disagreement which comes from the fluctuation in the distribution function for a finite system size. This fluctuation will disappear in the limit N → ∞ where we expect perfect agreement. To investigate whether the avalanche size distributions depend on the lower cutoff or not, a numerical study has been done . The result ( Fig. 10 ) demands that for small avalanche sizes the distributions show a gradual deviation (depend on C L ) from the mean-field result, although the big avalanches still follow the mean-field power law (exponent value −5/2) as analytically derived by Hemmer and Hansen (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992) . Presence of lower cutoff cuts out the lower part of the stress-strain curve where the small avalanches are most likely to happen. Therefore, smaller avalanches get reduced in number with the increase of C L (Fig. 10) . At the limit C L → 1/2, the avalanche distributions seem to follow a new power law with exponent −3/2, which can be explained in light of crossover behavior near critical point (see Section III.B). Now we consider LLS model with uniform fiber threshold distribution having a lower cutoff C L (Eq. 74). We present a probabilistic argument to determine the upper limit of C L , beyond which the whole bundle fails at once. Following the weakest fiber breaking approach the first fiber fails at an applied stress C L (for large N ). As we are using periodic boundary conditions, the n c nearest neighbors (n c is the coordination number) bear the terminal stress of the failing fiber and their stress value rises to x f = C L (1 + 1/n c ). Now, the number of nearest neighbors (intact) having strength threshold below x f is (nn) f ail = n c P (x f ) (see Eq. 79). Putting the value of P (x f ) and x f we finally get
If (nn) f ail ≥ 1, then at least another fiber fails and this is likely to trigger a cascade of failure events resulting complete collapse of the bundle. Therefore, to avoid the 'instant failure' situation we must have (nn) f ail < 1, from which we get the upper bound of C L : C L < 1 2 . As the above condition does not depend on the coordination number n, at any dimension the whole bundle is likely to collapse at once for C L ≥ 1/2. It should be mentioned that LLS model should behave almost like ELS model at the limit of infinite dimensions and therefore the iden- tical bound (of C L ) in both the cases is not surprising. A numerical study ) confirms ( Fig. 11 ) the above analytic argument in one dimension. When average step value goes below 1.5, one step failure is the dominating mode then. We can find out the extreme limit of C L when all the nearest neighbors fail after the weakest fiber breaks. Then the LLS bundle collapses instantly for sure. Setting (nn) f ail = n c we get the condition C L ≥ n c /(1 + n c ), where stress level of all the nearest neighbors crosses the upper cutoff 1 of the strength distribution. Clearly such failure is very rapid (like a chain reaction) and does not depend on the shape of the strength distributions, except for the upper cutoff. Also as n increases (ELS limit), C L for instant failure assumes the trivial value 1. Similar sudden failure in FBM has been discussed by in the context of a 'one sided load transfer' model. The local load sharing (LLS) scheme introduces stress enhancement around the failed fiber, which accelerate damage evolution. Therefore, a few isolated cracks can drive the system toward complete failure through growth and coalescence. The LLS model shows zero strength (for fiber threshold distributions starting from zero value) at the limit N → ∞, following a logarithmic dependence on the system size (N ) (Gomez et al., 1993; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2003a; Smith, 1980) . Now for threshold distributions having a lower cutoff (C L ), the ultimate strength of the bundle cannot be less than C L . For such a uniform distribution (Eq. 74), numerical simulations show (Fig. 12 ) that as C L increases the quantity (strength-C L ) approaches zero following straight lines with 1/N , but the slope gradually decreases -which suggests that the system size dependence of the strength gradually becomes weaker.
Due to faster crack-growth, LLS model shows different avalanche statistics (see Section IV) from that of in ELS model. The avalanche distributions in LLS model for different C L values have been obtained numerically and similar deviation (lowering) of the distribution function for the smaller avalanche sizes has been observed ( as in case of ELS model. Also, the number of different avalanches gets reduced (tail of the distribution disappears) with the increase of C L . This occurs due to damage localization which ensures faster collapse of the bundle. For C L = 0.5, avalanches of size 1 is the only possibility before total failure and their count is always less than 1, which clearly indicates the dominance of 'instant failure' situation .
Burst distribution for discrete load increase
When a fiber ruptures somewhere, the stress on the intact fibers increases. This may in turn trigger further fiber failures, which can produce avalanches that either lead to a stable situation or to breakdown of the whole bundle. One may study the burst distribution D(∆), defined as the expected number of bursts of size ∆ when the bundle is stretched until complete breakdown. When the bundle is stretched continuously from zero, fluctuation plays crucial role and the generic result is a power law (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992 ) D(∆) ∝ ∆ −ξ , for large ∆, with ξ = 5/2. However, experiments may be performed in a different manner, where the load is increased in finite steps of size δ . The value of the exponent increases (Pradhan et al., 2002) of avalanches, corresponding to stretching by infinitesimal steps, shows the importance of force fluctuations (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992 ). An effective reduction of the fluctuations requires that the size δ of the load increase is large enough so that a considerable number of fibers break in each step.
Here is an analytic derivation, following Hemmer and Pradhan (2007) , how to calculate the burst distribution in such situation. For the uniform distribution of thresholds (Eq. 1), the load curve is parabolic,
so that the expected critical load equals F c = N/4. With a sufficiently large δ we may use the macroscopic load equation (Eq. 86) to determine the number of fibers broken in each step. The load values are mδ, with m taking the values m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N/4δ for the uniform threshold distribution. By Eq. (86) the threshold value corresponding to the load mδ is
The expected number of fibers broken when the load is increased from mδ to (m + 1)δ is close to
Here the minimum number of ∆ is δ, obtained in the first load increase. The integral over all m from 0 to N/4δ yields a total number N/2 of broken fibers, as expected, since the remaining one-half of the fibers burst in one final avalanche.
The number of avalanches of size between ∆ and ∆ + d∆, D(∆) d∆, is given by the corresponding interval of the counting variable m:
we obtain the following distribution Pradhan et al., 2002) of avalanche sizes:
For consistency, one may estimate the total number of bursts by integrating D(∆) from ∆ = δ to ∞, with the result N/4δ, as expected. Fig. 13 shows that the theoretical power law (Eq. 90) fits the simulation results perfectly for sufficiently large ∆. The simulation records also a few bursts of magnitude less than δ because there is a nonzero probability to have bundles with considerably fewer fibers than the average in a threshold interval. However, these events will be of no importance for the asymptotic power law in the size distribution.
In order to see whether the asymptotic exponent value ξ = 3 is general, simulations for another threshold distribution has been performed, the Weibull distribution (Eq. 2) with index 5, which confirms similar asymptotic behavior (Fig. 14) .
For a general threshold distribution P (x) a load interval δ and a threshold interval are connected via the load equation
, an increase δ in the load corresponds to an interval of fiber thresholds. The expected number of fibers broken by this load increase is therefore
Note that this number diverges at the critical point, i.e. at the maximum of the load curve, as expected.
Following the similar method, as in case of uniform distribution, we can determine ) the asymptotic distribution for large ∆:
with a nonzero constant
where we have used that at criticality 1 − P (x c ) = x c p(x c ). Thus the asymptotic exponent value ξ = 3 is universal.
For the Weibull distribution considered in Fig. 14 we obtain
4 + 5x 5 , and ∆ = 5δ
This burst distribution must be given on parameter form, the elimination of x cannot be done explicitly. The critical point is at x = 5 −1/5 and the asymptotics is given by Eq. 93, with C = N δ(625e) −1/5 . If we let the load increase δ shrink to zero, we must recover the asymptotic D(∆) ∝ ∆ −5/2 power law valid for continuous load increase. Thus, as function of δ, there must be a crossover from one behavior to the other. It is to be expected that for δ ≪ 1 the D(∆) ∝ ∆ −5/2 asymptotics is seen, and when δ ≫ 1 the
asymptotics is seen.
B. Fluctuations
If the contribution to breakdown phenomena in materials science by statistical physics were to be expressed in one word, that word would have to be "fluctuations." In the context of fiber bundles, this concept refers to the effects of the fibers each having properties that are statistically distributed around some mean, which cannot be reproduced by substituting the fiber bundle by an equivalent one where each fiber is identical to all the others.
Intuitively, it is not difficult to accept that fluctuations must play an important role in the breakdown properties of fiber bundles -or in fracture and breakdown phenomena in general. A plane ride in turbulent weather compared to one in smooth weather is a reminder of this.
Closely connected to the question of fluctuations is that of phase transitions and criticality (Stanley, 1987) . Leaving the fiber bundles for a moment, consider a fluid whose temperature is slowly raised. At a well-defined temperature determined by the surrounding pressure, the fluid starts to boil. Each gas bubble that rise to the surface is due a fluctuation being larger than a well-defined size for which the bubble grows rather than shrinks away. At a particular pressure the character of the boiling changes character. There is no longer any size that determined whether a nascent bubble grows or shrinks. There are bubbles of all sizes. At this particular point, the system is critical and undergoes a second order phase transitions. The boiling process at other pressures signals a first order transition.
A brittle material under stress develops microcracks. These appear where the material is weak or where the local stress field is high. As the stress increases, more and more microcracks accumulate until either one or a few microcracks go unstable and grow to macroscopic dimensions causing failure. The spatial fluctuations of the local material properties cause the appearance of microcracks. Their subsequent growth accentuate these initial fluctuations, but in a highly complex manner due to interactions between the growing cracks. There are similarities between this scenario and a first order transition (Zapperi et al., 1997) . On the other hand, stable mode I crack growth as studied experimentally by Schmittbuhl, 1997, 2001) shows all the signs of the advancing crack front showing a dynamics compatible with being at a critical point.
We now turn to the global load sharing fiber bundle model in light of the preceeding remarks.
Burst distribution
The property of the fiber bundle model of interest in the present context, is the burst distribution. In order to define this property, note that the sequence of external loads F k is not monotonously increasing. This may be readily seen from Eq. (3); the total load is the product of a monotonously increasing fluctuating quantity x k and a monotonously decreasing quantity (N + 1 − k). Suppose now that our control parameter is the total load F , and that k − 1 fibers have broken. In order to be in this situation, F > F k > F j for all j < k. The latter inequality ensures that the situation we are studying is not unstable. We increase F until it reaches F k , at which fiber k breaks. If now F k+1 ≤ F k , then fiber k + 1 will also break without the external load F being further increased. The same may be true for F k+2 and so on until the (k + ∆ − 1)th bond breaks. Thus, F k+j ≤ F k for j < ∆. If now F k+∆ > F k , the burst of breaking bonds then stops at this point, and we have experienced a burst event of size ∆.
The total force F expressed as a function of elongation x, is shown in Fig. 15 . When the control parameter is elongation x, the solid curve is followed. However, when the force F is the control parameter, the broken line, given by
where LFM designates the least monotonic function.
(a) Generic case
It was shown in Hemmer and Hansen (1992) that the average number of burst events of size ∆ per fiber, D(∆)/N , follows a power law of the form
is the universal burst exponent. The value (Eq. 98) is, under very mild assumptions, independent of the threshold distribution P (x): the probability density needs to However, when our control parameter is F rather than x, the system will follow the broken line, Eq. (96). The bursts are the horizontal parts of F ph (x). Here N = 100.
have a quadratic maximum somewhere in the interval x min < x < x max . We demonstrate this in Fig. 16 . The prefactor C in Eq. (97) is given by
where x c is the solution of the equation
and is the value of x for which the characteristics has a maximum. Eqs. (97) to (100) were derived in Hemmer and Hansen (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992 ) using combinatorial arguments. We will, however, in the following, take an alternative route based on a mapping between the global load sharing model and a Brownian process in Sornette, 1992) . Before we explain this mapping we quote, for later comparison, the pertinent results of the Hemmer-Hansen analysis (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992) . The probability Φ(∆, x) that a burst event at elongation x will have the size ∆ is
Note in particular that by Eq. (100) m(x c ) = 0. Let us now assume that we do not load the fiber bundle until complete collapse, i.e., until x = x c , but stop at a value x s < x c . We may then ask for D(∆, x s )/N , the expected number of burst events of size ∆ during the breakdown process that occurs between x = 0 and x = x s . This is given by the integral (103) where on the right-hand side the Stirling approximation ∆! ≈ √ 2π∆ ∆+1/2 e −∆ for large ∆ has been used. The integrand in Eq. (103) is strongly peaked near x = x c . We therefore expand it to second order in y = x c − x to find
where we have extended the upper integration limit to ∞. We may do this integral to get
where C is defined by Eq. (99). We may write (105) in scaling form,
In particular G(y) tends to the constant C for y → 0. Two universal critical exponents appear, ξ = 5/2, Eq. (98), and
It is, thus, in the above sense, that the fracture process of the fiber bundle approaches a critical point at total breakdown: The distribution of burst events follows a power law with an upper cutoff that diverges as the bundle approaches total failure.
In Sornette (1992) and later on in full detail in Hemmer and Hansen (1994) , the burst distribution (Eq. 97) was derived from the assumption that F k may be directly interpreted as a biased random walk. The precise nature of this random walk is elucidated below. It is a peculiar asymmetric walk with variable step length. In the limit N → ∞ and continuous time variable k/N → t and ∆k/N → δt > 0, this random walk may be mapped onto a continuous Brownian process. Such Brownian processes have been studied by Phoenix and Taylor (1973) , Daniels and Skyrme (1985) and Daniels (1989) in connection with the distribution of the strength S of fiber bundles. We will in the following derive Eq. (103) by means of a biased random-walk model with variable step length. We find this an interesting example of universality in statistical physics: The asymptotic behavior of one model is found by using a different model with the same asymptotic behavior as the first one, but which is simpler to solve before the continuum limit is taken. Under increasing load the variation of the force per fiber, f = F/N , will consist of a systematic nonfluctuating part, given by the average load-elongation characteristics, with a small fluctuation of order 1/ √ N superimposed.
The precise value of the force fluctuation depends upon whether one studies the force f (x) at given elongation, or the force f k at which fiber number k breaks. Let us for both quantities calculate the variance of f , σ 2 f , starting with the constant-k ensemble.
The force per fiber when the kth fiber is about to break is, by
where x k is the elongation when the kth fiber breaks, and we have defined x k by
For large N x k is essentially the average value of x k . For a fixed k the variance of f k is by Eq. (109) given by the variance of x k :
and we seek therefore the probability ϕ(x)dx that the kth threshold in the ordered threshold sequence lies in the interval (x, x + dx). This probability equals
For large k and N , and using Eq. (110), this is close to the Gaussian distribution
This gives the variance of x k and thus of f k ,
Let us now compare with the force fluctuation at constant elongation. The force per fiber is the following function of elongation x,
where t i is the breakdown threshold for the ith fiber, and Θ(t) is the Heavyside function. This gives immediately the average force
i.e., the characteristics, as well as the variance
Although the two types of force fluctuations have different variances, in both cases σ ∝ 1/ √ N . The nonmonoticities of the force f within the fluctuation zone produce bursts. Since the fluctuations are so small for large N , one can treat the burst events locally.
We now consider the force sequence F k as a stochastic process. Since we seek the asymptotic burst distribution, we are interested in the behavior after many steps of the process. It is convenient, however, to start with the onestep process.
Let us determine the probability distribution of the force increase ∆F = F k+1 − F k between two consecutive bursts, the first one taking place at elongation x k with
The probability to find the k + 1'th threshold in (
gives directly by using the connection
For large N − k this simplifies to
This one-dimensional random walk is asymmetric in more than one way. First of all, it has nonzero bias
In addition the probability distribution around this average is very asymmetric. The variance is easily determined,
The Brownian-motion limit of a one-dimensional random walk is completely determined by the first and second moments of the single-step probability distribution. The results just obtained enables us therefore to select an "ordinary" biased random walk with constant step length a which has the same Brownian motion limit as the burst process.
We imagine having a one-dimensional random walk along the z-axis with a constant bias. Each step is of length a. Let the probability to take a step in the negative z direction be q, and let p be the probability to take a step in the positive z direction. The walk is biased when p is different from q. The probability distribution of the position z 1 after one step has the average
and variance
Elimination of a yields
Since p + q = 1, the bias parameters are determined. After k steps a Gaussian distribution,
is approached when k increases. The two processes will have the same asymptotic behavior when we make the identification
where m(x) is defined by Eq. (102). When the bias is small, both p and q are close to 1/2, and we have to lowest order
We have now made the promised mapping between the fiber bundle problem and a random walk with a constant bias. A constant bias may be used since bursts can be treated locally. The next step is to calculate the burst distribution for such a biased random walk. Since this biased random walk by construction has the same asymptotic behavior in the limit N → ∞ as the original fiber bundle problem, the two burst distributions will asymptotically be the same.
In terms of the biased random walk, a burst event of size ∆ at "time" k may be defined as follows: (i) z k+i < z k for 0 < i < ∆ and z k+∆ ≥ z k . (ii) Furthermore, to ensure that we are not counting burst event inside other burst events, the condition z k > z j for k > j is necessary.
The first condition is in fact a special case of the "Gambler's ruin" problem (Feller, 1966) . A gambler plays a series of independent games against a bank with infinite resources. In each game, the gambler either looses or wins one Euro, and the probability that the bank wins is p = (1 + B)/2, while the probability that the gambler wins is q = (1 − B)/2. If the gambler starts out with a capital of z Rs, the probability that she is ruined after precisely ∆ games is
The probability that condition i is fulfilled for a biased random walk burst of size ∆ is then
where we have assumed that ∆ >> 1. The probability that a biased random walker returns at least once to the origin is (Feller, 1966) 1−|p−q| = 1−B. The probability that condition (ii), namely that z j > z k for all j < k is fulfilled, is then simply 1 − (1 − B) = B, and we have that the probability for having a burst of size ∆ happening at "time" k is
where we in addition have assumed that B << 1.
Returning to the fiber bundle model, the bias B = m(x). When x is close to x c , we have B = m ′ (x c )y where y = (x c − x). Thus, the probability to have a burst of size ∆ between y and y + dy is
Thus, the cumulative burst distribution up the elongation x s is
Comparing this expression to Eq. (104), we see that they are identical. This completes the derivation of the asymptotic burst distribution via the mapping between the random-walk problem and the burst process.
(B) Special cases
The burst distribution given in Eq. (103) is valid when the threshold distribution has a parabolic maximum inside the interval of the thresholds. We now consider threshold distributions that do not reach their maximum at the boundaries of the interval (Kloster et al., 1997) . Model examples of such threshold distributions are
Here α 0 and x 0 are positive parameters, and x r is a reference quantity which we for simplicity put equal to unity in the following. These distributions are all characterized by diverging moments. When α 0 ≤ 1, even the first moment -the mean -as well as all other moments diverge. This class of threshold distributions are rich enough to exhibit several qualitatively different burst distributions. The corresponding macroscopic bundle strength per fiber is
In Fig. 17 the corresponding macroscopic force curves F (x) are sketched. We note that when α 0 → 1, the plateau in Eq. (136) becomes infinitely wide. The distribution of burst sizes is given by Eq. (103). In the present case the function m(x) takes the form (lower curve). The broken part of the α0 = 2/3-curve is unstable and the macroscopic bundle strength will follow the solid line.
A simple special case is x 0 = 1, corresponding to
since then the function (137) is independent of f :
This gives at once
(138) In other cases it is advantageous to change integration variable in Eq. (103) from x to m:
The asymptotics for large ∆, beyond the ∆ − 3 2 dependence of the prefactor, is determined by the ∆-dependent factor in the integrand. The maximum of me 1−m is unity, obtained for m = 1, and the asymptotics depends crucially on whether m = 1 falls outside the range of integration, or inside (including the border). If the maximum falls inside the range of integration the D(∆) ∝ ∆ − 5 2 dependence remains. A special case of this is α 0 = 1, for which the maximum of the integrand is located at the integration limit and the macroscopic force has a "quadratic" maximum at infinity. Another special case is α 0 x 0 = 1 (and α 0 < 1), for which again the standard asymptotics ∆ − 5 2 is valid. In this instance the macroscopic force has a quadratic minimum at x = x 0 (see Fig. 17 for α 0 = 1/2), and critical behavior arises just as well from a minimum as from a maximum. In the remaining cases, in which m = 1 is not within the range of integration in Eq. (171), the burst distribution is always a power law with an exponential cut-off,
Here ξ and A depend on the parameter values x 0 and α 0 , however. This is easy to understand. Since
we see that m(x) is a monotonically decreasing function for x 0 > 1, so that the maximum of me 1−m is obtained at the lower limit x = x 0 , where m = α 0 x 0 . The asymptotics
follows. This is true merely for α 0 x 0 < 1, however. For α 0 x 0 > 1 the macroscopic force F (x) decreases near x = x 0 so that a macroscopic burst takes place at a force x 0 per fiber, and stabilization is obtained at a larger elongation x 1 (Fig. 17) . The subsequent bursts have an asymptotics
determined by the neighborhood of x = x 1 . For t 0 < 1, the maximum of me 1−m is obtained at x = ∞, leading to the asymptotics
reflecting the power-law behavior of the integrand at infinity.
The results are summarized in Table I . Note that the x 0 = 1 result (138) cannot be obtained by putting x 0 = 1 in Eq. (142) since in (171) the order of the limits ∆ → ∞ and x 0 → 1 is crucial. just sample bursts that occur near the breakdown point, a different behavior is seen. As an illustration we consider the uniform threshold distribution, and compare the complete burst distribution with what one gets when one samples merely burst from breaking fibers in the threshold interval (0.9x c , x c ). Fig. 18 shows clearly that in the latter case a different power law is seen. This observation may be of practical importance, as it gives a criterion for the imminence of catastrophic failure . It is enticing to note the recent observation by Kawamura of a crossover behavior in the magnitude distribution of earthquakes before large earthquakes appear (Kawamura, 2006) .
We introduce the following notation in Eq. (103),
We note that r(x) vanishes at the point x c . If we have a situation in which the weakest fiber has its threshold x 0 just a little below the critical value x c , the contribution to the integral in the expression (Eq. 145) for the burst distribution will come from a small neighborhood of x c . Since r(x) vanishes at x c , it is small here, and we may in this narrow interval approximate the ∆-dependent factors in Eq. (145) as follows
We also have
Inserting everything into Eq. (145), we obtain to dominating order
By use of the Stirling approximation ∆! ≃ ∆ ∆ e −∆ √ 2π∆, the burst distribution (Eq. 149) may be written as
We can see from Eq. (151) that there is a crossover at a burst length around ∆ c ,
We have thus shown the existence of a crossover from the generic asymptotic behavior D ∝ ∆ −5/2 to the power law D ∝ ∆ −3/2 near criticality, i.e., near global breakdown. The crossover is a universal phenomenon, independent of the threshold distribution p(x).
The simulation results we have shown so far are based on averaging over a large number of samples. For applications it is important that crossover signal can be seen also in a single sample. We show in Fig. 19 that equally clear crossover behavior is seen in a single fiber bundle when N is large enough. Also, as a practical tool one must sample finite intervals (x i , x f ) during the fracture process. The crossover will be observed when the interval is close to the failure point . Divakaran and Dutta (2007a) studied the critical behavior of a bundle of fibers under global load sharing scheme with threshold strength chosen randomly from a distribution which is uniform, but discontinuous. The form of the distribution is where x 2 − x 1 is the gap in the threshold distribution as shown in Fig. 20 Here, a fraction f of the fibers belong to the weaker section (0 < x ≤ x 1 ) and the remaining to the stronger section (x 2 ≤ x ≤ 1). The condition of uniformity of the distribution demands
so that fixing x 1 and f immediately settles the value of x 2 .
To study the dynamics of this model, once again the recursive equation approach was used. Importantly, the redistributed stress must cross x 2 for the complete failure of the bundle to take place. When the external load is such that the redistributed stress at an instant t, i.e., x(t) is greater than x 2 , the fixed point solution has the form
so that the critical stress σ c is
and the redistributed stress at the critical point is found to be 1/2 as in the uniform distribution . This immediately restricts the value of x 2 to be less than 1/2 and therefore, x 2 = 0.5 is defined as the critical distribution in this model. On the other hand, uniformity condition, Equation (155), puts another restriction,namely x 1 < f . Interestingly, the critical stress is a function of the gap x 2 − x 1 and reduces to one fourth when the gap goes to zero. The exponents related to the order parameter and susceptibility stick to their mean field values. However, the existence of a forbidden region shows a prominent signature in the avalanche size distribution of the mixed model. The expression for the total avalanche size distribution D(∆) in this model includes two terms, one due to the contribution from thresholds between 0 to x 1 and the other from the stronger section of fibers. Hence, the total avalanche size
The leading behavior of D 1 (∆) is given by (Divakaran and Dutta, 2007a )
which clearly indicates a rapid fall of the contribution of weaker fibers. On the other hand, D 2 (∆) resembles the imminent failure behavior studied by , where the avalanche size exponent shows a crossover from 5/2 to 3/2 as x 2 → 0.5. For the mixed model, the total avalanche size distribution D(∆) shows a nonuniversal behavior for small ∆ values, though eventually there is a crossover to the universal mean field value.
The most fascinating observation is the following: though the gap in the distribution is always present, nonuniversality is only prominent in the limit x 2 → 0.5. Divakaran and Dutta showed that this nonuniversal behavior stems from the avalanche of fibers in the weak section and only in the vicinity of the critical distribution, the contribution of D 1 (∆) overcomes D 2 (∆). Otherwise, the faster fall of D 1 (∆) and large value of D 2 (∆) together force the avalanche size exponent to be 5/2. It is to be noted that the nonuniversal behavior is most prominent at a critical distribution where the avalanche size exponent crosses over to 3/2 in the asymptotic limit. The typical behavior of D(∆) is shown in Fig. 21 for two different distributions highlighting the increase in nonuniversal region as x 2 approaches 0.5.
Divakaran and Dutta also looked at the model where fibers from two different Weibull distributions are mixed (Divakaran and Dutta, 2007b) . Though an interesting variation of the critical stress with the mixing parameter was obtained using a probabilistic method introduced by Moreno et al. (2000) , there is no deviation in the avalanche size exponent. In a recent paper, Hidalgo et al. (2008) studied the infinite gap limit of the discontinuity model. Here, they considered a fraction α of the fibers having infinite threshold strength mixed with fibers having threshold chosen from a distribution p(x). They observed a critical fraction α c such that for α > α c , the avalanche size exponent switches from the well known mean field exponent 5/2 to a lower value 9/4. It was also showed that such a behavior is observed for those distributions where the macroscopic constitutive behavior has a maxima and a point of inflexion. It is also claimed that below a critical gap, the Hidalgo et al. model reduces to the discontinuity model of Divakaran and Dutta. Kun and Nagy (2008) studied the global load sharing fiber bundle model in a wedge-shaped geometry. That is, the fibers are connected to two rigid blocks placed at an angle with respect to each other. The fibers are loaded by rotating the blocks with respect to each other, resulting in a linear loading gradient on them. In the limit of a threshold distribution tending towards zero width, the fibers break in an orderly fashion according to the load, and hence, position in the wedge. As the width is increased, a process zone -i.e., a zone where some fibers fail whereas others stay intact -develops. When the width of the threshold distribution is wide enough, the process zone spans the entire bundle. In this limit a burst size exponent ξ = 5/2 is recovered. However, with a narrower distribution so that a well-defined process zone smaller than the size of the bundle develops, the burst exponent ξ = 2.0 is found.
Energy bursts in fiber bundle model
So far we have discussed in detail the statistical distribution of the size of avalanches in fiber bundles (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992; Hemmer et al., 2006; Raischel et al., 2005) . Sometimes the avalanches cause a sudden internal stress redistribution in the material, and are accompanied by a rapid release of mechanical energy. A useful experimental technique to monitor the energy release is to measure the acoustic emissions (AE), the elastically radiated waves produced in the bursts (Diodati et al., 1997; Fazzini, 1991; Garcimartín et al., 1997; Petri et al., 1994; Suresh, 1991) . Experimental observations suggest that AE signals follow power law distributions. What is the origin of such power laws? Can we explain it through a general scheme of fluctuation guided breaking dynamics that has been demonstrated well in ELS fiber bundle model?
We now determine the statistics of the energies released (Pradhan and Hemmer, 2008) in fiber bundle avalanches. As the fibers obey Hooke's law, the energy stored in a single fiber at elongation x equals 1 2 x 2 , where we for simplicity have set the elasticity constant equal to unity. The individual thresholds x i are assumed to be independent random variables with the same cumulative distribution function P (x) and a corresponding density function p(x).
(a) Energy statistics
Let us characterize a burst by the number ∆ of fibers that fail, and by the lowest threshold value x among the ∆ failed fibers. The threshold value x max of the strongest fiber in the burst can be estimated to be
since the expected number of fibers with thresholds in an interval δx is given by the threshold distribution function as N p(x) δx. The last term in (Eq. 162) is of the order 1/N , so for a very large bundle the differences in threshold values among the failed fibers in one burst are negligible. Hence the energy released in a burst of size ∆ that starts with a fiber with threshold x is given as
Following Hemmer and Hansen (1992) the expected number of bursts of size ∆, starting at a fiber with a threshold value in the interval (x, x + dx), is
The expected number of bursts with energies less than E is therefore
with a corresponding energy density
Explicitly,
with 
By changing integration variable from ∆ to s we obtain
For large E the integral (Eq. 171) is dominated by the integration range near the minimum of h(s). At the upper limit s = x c we have h(x c ) = 0, since 1 − P (x c ) = x c p(x c ). This is also a minimum of h(s), having quadratic form,
Inserting these expressions into (Eq. 171) and integrating, we obtain the following asymptotic expression,
In Fig. 22 we compare the theoretical formula with simulations for the uniform distribution (Eq. 1), which corresponds to x c = 1 2 , and C = 2 −7 π −1/2 , and for the Weibull distribution (Eq. 2) with index ρ = 2, which corresponds to x c = 2 −1/2 and C = 2 −5 (2πe) −1/2 . The corresponding asymptotics (Eq. 174) are also exhibited in Fig. 22 . For both threshold distributions the agreement between the theoretical asymptotics and the simulation results is very satisfactory. The exponent −5/2 in the energy burst distribution is clearly universal. Note that the asymptotic distribution of the burst magnitudes ∆ is governed by the same exponent (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992) .
(c) Low-energy behavior
The low-energy behavior of the burst distribution is by no means universal: g(E) may diverge, vanish or stay constant as E → 0, depending on the nature of the threshold distribution. In Fig. 23 we exhibit simulation results for the low-energy part of g(E) for the uniform distribution and the Weibull distributions of index 2 and index 5.
We see that g(E) approaches a finite limit in the Weibull ρ = 2 case, approaches zero for Weibull ρ = 5 and apparently diverges in the uniform case. All this is easily understood, since bursts with low energy predominantly correspond to single fiber bursts (∆ = 1, i.e. E = x 2 /2) and to fibers with low threshold values. The number of bursts with energy less than E therefore corresponds to the number of bursts with x < √ 2E, which is close to N P ( √ 2E). This gives
For the uniform distribution g(E) should therefore diverge as (2E) −1/2 for E → 0. The simulation results in Fig. 23 are consistent with this divergence. For the Weibull Distribution of index 2, on the other hand, (Eq. 176) gives g(E) → 2N when E → 0, a value in agreement with simulation results in the figure. Note that for a Weibull distribution of index ρ, the low-energy behavior is g(E) ∝ E (ρ−2)/2 . Thus the Weibull with ρ = 2 is a borderline case between divergence and vanishing of the low-energy density. The same lowest-order results can be obtained from the general expression (Eq. 168), which also can provide more detailed low-energy expansions. For high energies the energy density obeys a power law with exponent −5/2. This asymptotic behavior is universal, independent of the threshold distribution. A similar power law dependence is found in some experimental observations on acoustic emission studies (Garcimartín et al., 1997; Petri et al., 1994) of loaded composite materials. In contrast, the low-energy behavior of g(E) depends crucially on the distribution of the breakdown thresholds in the bundle. g(E) may diverge, vanish or stay constant for E → 0.
IV. LOCAL LOAD SHARING MODEL
So far we have studied fiber bundles where the force once carried by a failing fiber is spread equally among all the surviving fibers. This may often be a very good approximation. However, intuitively it is natural that fibers being closer to a failing fiber feel more of an effect than fibers further away -an effect reminiscent of stress enhancement around cracks. We will in this section discuss three classes of models where there are local effects in how the forces carried by failed fibers are distributed. We start with the most extreme where the forces are totally absorbed by the nearest surviving fibers. We then move on to models where the stress is distributed according to a power law in the distance from the failing fiber, and lastly a model where we assume the clamps the fibers are attached to are soft and therefore deform due to the loading of the fibers -as can be seen in pulling on the hairs on one's arm. 
A. Stress alleviation by nearest neighbors
The extreme form for local load redistribution is that all extra stresses caused by a fiber failure are taken up by the nearest-neighbor surviving fibers (Duxbury and Leath, 1994; Harlow, 1985; Harlow and Phoenix, 1981, 1991; Kuo and Phoenix, 1987; Phoenix and Smith, 1983) . The simplest geometry is one-dimensional, so that the N fibers are ordered linearly, with or without periodic boundary conditions. In this case precisely two fibers, one on each side, take up, and divide equally, the extra stress, see Fig. 24 . When the strength thresholds take only two values, the bundle strength distribution has been found analytically (Duxbury and Leath, 1994; Harlow, 1985; Harlow and Phoenix, 1991) .
At a total force F tot on the bundle the force on a fiber surrounded by n l previously failed fibers on the left-hand side, and n r on the right-hand side, is then
Here
is one-half the force-per-fiber, is a convenient variable to use as the driving force parameter. Zhang and Ding (1994) and Hansen and Hemmer (1994) studied numerically the burst distribution in the local load-sharing model. In Fig. 25 we exhibit simulation results from using threshold strengths randomly distributed on the unit interval. The number of fibers in the bundle was N = 5000, and the size distribution was averaged over 1000 bundles. Again a power-law distribution seems to appear. However, the burst exponent ξ seems much larger than in the global lad-sharing model, Eq. 98,
Thus the relative frequency of long (non-fatal) bursts is considerably reduced. It was concluded from the numerics that systems with local load-sharing are not in the universality class of fiber bundles with global load redistribution. Kloster et al. (1997) set out to analytically calculate the burst distribution in the local load-sharing model, finding the surprising result that there is no power law distribution of bursts at all; it is exponential. Kloster et al. (1997) did not find the burst distribution for general threshold distribution. Rather, they limited their study to the uniform threshold distribution in the force parameter f , given by
Bursts in the local and the global models have different characters. In the local model a burst develops with one failure acting as the seed. If many neighboring fibers have failed, the load on the fibers on each side is high, and if they burst the load on the new neighbors will be even higher, etc. In this way a weak region in the bundle may be responsible for the failure of the whole bundle. For a large number N of fibers the probability of a weak region somewhere is higher. This hints in a qualitative way that the maximum load the bundle are able to carry does not increase proportional to N , but slower than linear.
The result of a calculation based on combinatorics (Kloster et al., 1997) was the burst distribution
where S(l; f ) is the probability that a selected region of l consecutive fibers have all failed whereas the two fibers at both boundaries are still intact at force parameter y, p(l, a; f )df is the probability that a force increase from f to f + df leads to a burst of length l and magnitude a. P f (n, L; f ) is the probability at force parameter f that among the n first fibers there is no fatal burst, and that the last L fibers of these have all failed. The load distribution rule (Eq. 177) implies that burst of size ∆ does necessarily lead to a complete breakdown of the whole bundle if the external force is too high, i.e., if x exceeds a critical value x max . Since here a fiber can at most take a load of unity, we have
Let us now attempt to find an simple estimate for the maximal force per fiber that the fiber bundle can tolerate. In order to do that we assume that the fatal burst occurs in a region where no fibers have previously failed so that the burst has the same magnitude and length. We know that a single burst of length ∆ = f −1 − 2 is fatal, Eq. (182), so our criterion is simply
If we take into account that the two fibers adjacent to the burst should hold, and ignore the rest of the bundle, the gap distribution would be
With the abbreviation
we have
using Stirling's formula.
Taking logarithms we have
using that
for R ∆ when ∆ is large. The failure criterion (Eq. 183) then takes the form
Since f = F/2N we have the following estimate for the maximum force F that the fiber bundle can tolerate before complete failure:
Due to the assumption that the fatal burst occurs in a region with no previously failed fibers, the numerical prefactor is an overestimate. The size dependence
shows that the maximum load the fiber bundle can carry does not increase proportionally to the number of fibers, but slower. This is to be expected since the probability of finding somewhere a stretch of weak fibers that start a fatal burst increases when the number of fibers increases. The N/ ln N dependence agrees with a previous estimate by Zhang and Ding (1995) for a uniform threshold distribution. The bimodal distribution used in (Duxbury and Leath, 1994; Harlow and Phoenix, 1991) also shows this behavior.
The burst distribution Eq. (186) is exponential. The probability of a single burst zipping through the fiber bundle grows with the system size N .
This contrasts strongly with the global load sharing model whose strength (maximum force it can sustain) grows linearly with N , and whose burst distribution follows a universal power law. If the latter behavior is reminiscent of a second order transition with a critical point, the local load sharing model behaves more as if moving towards a first order phase transition.
In Hemmer and Hansen (1994) a model interpolating between the global load sharing fiber bundle and a variant of a local load sharing model was introduced and studied. Kim (2004) and followed up this work. In the model studied by a fraction g of the load a failing fiber carries would be distributed among its surviving neighbors and a fraction 1 − g among all surviving fibers. Hence, for g = 1 the model would be purely local load sharing, whereas for Both Kim (2004) and found a phase transition when interpolating between the global load sharing model and the local load sharing model discussed earlier in this section. In the one-dimensional model shown in Fig. 26 , the critical value of g, is g c = 0.79 ± 0.01 for a flat threshold distribution .
B. Intermediate load-sharing models
A crucial mechanism in brittle fracture is the stress enhancement that occurs at crack tips. The stress field has a 1/ √ r singularity, where r is the distance to the crack tip, in this region. It is the interplay between fracture growth due to this singularity and due to weak spots in the material that drive the development of the fracture process (Herrmann and Roux, 1990) . Clearly, there is a cutoff in the stress field as r → 0. This may be caused by non-linearities in the material constitutive relations or by microstructure in the material such as the presence of crystallites. Hidalgo et al. (2002) has introduced a fiber bundle that contains a power-law dependence on the distance from a failing fiber on the force redistribution in order to model the stress singularity seen around crack tips. The fiber bundle is implemented as a regular two-dimensional grid of parallel fibers clamped between two stiff blocks. Assuming that fiber j has just failed, a force transfer function
and I is the set of intact fibers, redistributes the forces. γ is treated as a parameter on the unit interval. There are two limiting cases, γ → 0 which recovers the global load-sharing fiber bundle and γ → ∞ which recovers the local load-sharing model with nearest-neighbor stress alleviation (Section IV.A). The load increase on fiber i is hence given by
where B is the set of failed fibers up to that point. This model is too complex for analytical treatment and numerical simulations must be invoked. Around γ = 2.0 there is a transition in behavior between essentially global load sharing and local load sharing as described in Section IV.A: For γ < 2.0, the maximum sustainable force scales the number of fibers in the bundle at the outset, N , whereas for γ > 2.0, a N/ ln N -behavior is observed as in Eq. (190) . This is seen in Figs. 27 and 28 .
The burst distribution shows a power-law distribution with exponent ξ = 5/2 again signaling global load sharing behavior for smaller values of γ. As γ is increased, deviations from this behavior is seen. This must be interpreted as a crossover towards local load sharing behavior as described in the previous section, see Fig. 29 . . The data points where γ ≤ 2.0 can be fitted to a power law with exponent ξ = 5/2. For larger γ, the slope becomes steeper and resembling the behavior seen in the local load-sharing model, see Fig. 25 .
Lastly, the structure of the clusters of failed fibers at breakdown is studied. In the global load sharing model implemented in two dimensions does not yield anything particular; There is a percolation transition in the cluster size distribution when the relative density of failed fibers reaches the percolation threshold, but this has no particular significance in the evolution of the model. Hidalgo et al. find the cluster distribution having two distinct behaviors, depending on whether γ is smaller than or larger than 2. There is no clear power law behavior, see Fig.  30 . Raischel et al. (2005) introduced a lower cutoff in the threshold distribution (Pradhan et al., 2002) in the variable range fiber bundle model of Hidalgo et al. . They studied the burst distribution as a function of γ the burst distribution as a function of γ and cutoff in the failure thresholds in terms of deformation, ǫ L . the explored values of γ in the range 2.0 ≤ γ ≤ 6.0, a crossover to a burst exponent ξ = 3/2 seen for small ǫ L , whereas for larger γ ≈ 6.0, the burst distribution may be fitted to a value ξ = 9/2 for small ǫ L .
Newman and Gabrielov (1991); Newman et al. (1994) introduced a fiber bundle model where the fibers are hierarchically organized. The fibers are paired two by two. Each of these pairs is seen as an "order one" fiber. This pairing is repeated for the order one fibers, creating order two fibers and so on. Within each sub-bundle, the fibers are subject to equal load sharing. If the cumulative threshold distribution for the fibers at order zero is P 0 (x) = P (x), then the threshold distribution at level one is
a result which is readily generalized to any level. Even though the starting point here is global load sharing, the approximation introduced by treating the fibers at each level as fibers with given thresholds, leads to the introduction of spatial load dependence in the model. To our knowledge, bursts have not been studied within this framework.
C. Elastic medium anchoring
In this Section we generalize the fiber bundle problem to include more realistically the elastic response of the surfaces to which the fibers are attached. So far, these have been assumed to be infinitely stiff for the equal load sharing model, or their response has been modeled as very soft, but in a fairly unrealistic way in the local load sharing models, see Section IV.A. We will end up with a description that is somewhat related to the models of the previous Section, in particular the model of . In Batrouni et al. (2002) , a realistic model for the elastic response of the clamps was studied. The model was presented in the context of the failure of weldings. In this language, the two clamps were seen as elastic media glued together at a common interface.
Without loss of generality, one of the media may be assumed to be infinitely stiff whereas the other is soft. When a force is applied to a given fiber, the soft clamp responds by a deformation falling off inversely to the distance from the loaded fiber. Hence, the problem becomes one of solving the response of the surface with respect to a given loading of the fibers. Fibers exceeding their maximally sustainable load fail, and the forces and deformations must be recalculated. The two clamps can be pulled apart by controlling (fixing) either the applied force or the displacement. The displacement is defined as the change in the distance between two points, one in each clamp positioned far from the interface. The line connecting these points is perpendicular to the average position of the interface. In our case, the pulling is accomplished by controlling the displacement. As the displacement is increased slowly, fibers will fail, eventually ripping the two surfaces apart.
We now concretize these ideas in a model. It consists of a two-dimensional square L × L lattices with periodic boundary conditions. The lower one represents the hard, stiff surface and the upper one the elastic surface. The nodes of the two lattices are matched, (i.e., there is no relative lateral displacement). The fibers are modelled as in the previous sections: elastic up to a threshold value which has been individually chosen for each fiber from some threshold distribution. The spacing between the fibers is a in both the x and y directions. The force that each fiber is carrying is transferred over an area of size a 2 to the soft clamp: As the two clamps are separated by controlling the displacement of the hard clamp relative to the zero level, D, the forces carried by the fibers increases from zero. When the force carried by a fiber reaches its breaking threshold, it breaks irreversibly and the forces redistribute themselves through the deformation of the soft clamp. Hence, the fibers are broken one by one until the two clamps are no longer in mechanical contact. The force, f i , carried by the ith fiber is given by
where k is the spring constant and u i is the deformation of the elastic clamp at site i. All unbroken fibers have k = 1 while a broken fiber has k = 0. The quantity (u i − D) is, therefore, the length, and since k = 1, also the force carried by fiber i. The deformation of the soft clamp is described by the coupled system of equations,
where the elastic Green function, G i,j is given by (Johnson, 1985; Landau and Litshitz, 1958 )
In this equation, s is the Poisson ratio, e the elastic constant, and | i − j| the distance between sites i and j. The indices i and j run over all L 2 sites. The integration over the area a 2 is done to average the force from the fibers over this area. As remarked by (Batrouni et al. , 2002) , the Green function (197) applies for a medium occupying the infinite half space. However, with a judicious choice of elastic constants, it may be used for a finite medium if its range is small compared to L, the size of the system. By combining equations (195) and (196) , one obtains
where matrix-vector notation is used. I is the L 2 × L 2 identity matrix, and G is the Green function represented as an
Its matrix elements are either 1, for unbroken fibers, or 0 for broken ones.
Once Eq. (198) is solved for the force, f , Eq. (196) yields the deformations of the elastic clamp.
Eq. (198) is of the familiar form A x = b. Since the Green function connects all nodes to all other nodes, the L 2 × L 2 matrix A is dense which puts severe limits on the size of the system that may be studied.
The simulation proceeds as follows: One starts with all springs present, each with its stochastic breakdown threshold. The two media are then pulled apart, the forces calculated using the Conjugate Gradient algorithm (CG) (Batrouni and Hansen, 1988; Press et al. , 1992) , and the fiber which is the nearest to its threshold is broken, i.e., the matrix element corresponding to it in the matrix K is zeroed. Then the new forces are calculated, a new fiber broken and so on until all fibers have failed.
However, there are two problems that render the simulation of large systems extremely difficult from a numerical point of view. The first is that since G is L 2 × L 2 dense matrix, the number of operations per CG iteration scales like L 4 . Even more serious is the fact that as the system evolves and springs are broken, the matrix (I + kG) becomes ill-conditioned. To overcome the problematic L 4 scaling of the algorithm, the matrix-vector multiplications are done in Fourier space since the Green function is diagonal in this space. Symbolically, these multiplications may be written as follows,
where F is the FFT (fast Fourier transform) operator and F −1 its inverse (F −1 F = 1). Since I and K are diagonal, operations involving them are performed in real space. With this formulation, the number of operations/iteration in the CG algorithm now scales like L 2 ln(L) rather than L 4 . To overcome the ill-conditioning of the matrix (I+kG) we need to precondition the matrix (Batrouni et al. , 1986; Batrouni and Hansen, 1988) . This means that instead of solving Eq. (199), one solves the equivalent problem
where we simply have multiplied both sides by the arbitrary, positive definite preconditioning matrix Q. Clearly, the ideal choice is Q 0 = (I + KG) −1 which would always solve the problem in one iteration. Since this is not possible in general, we look for a form for Q which satisfies the following two conditions: (1) As close as possible to Q 0 , and (2) fast to calculate. The choice of a good Q is further complicated by the fact that as the system evolves and fibers are broken, corresponding matrix elements of K are set to zero. So, the matrix (I + KG) evolves from the initial form (I + G) to the final one I. Batrouni et al. (Batrouni et al. , 2002) did not find a fixed Q that worked throughout the entire breakdown process. They therefore chose the form
(201) which is the Taylor series expansion of Q 0 = (I+KG) −1 . For best performance, the number of terms kept in the expansion is left as a parameter since it depends on the physical parameters of the system. It is important to emphasize the following points. (a) As fibers are broken, the preconditioning matrix evolves with the ill-conditioned matrix and, therefore, remains a good approximation of its inverse throughout the breaking process. (b) All matrix multiplications involving G are done using FFTs. (c) The calculation of Q can be easily organized so that it scales like nL 2 ln(L) where n is the number of terms kept in the Taylor expansion, equation (201) . The result is a stable accelerated algorithm which scales essentially as the volume of the system. Fig . 32 shows the force-displacement curve for a system of size 128×128 and elastic constant e = 10. Whether we control the applied force, F , or the displacement, D, the system will eventually suffer catastrophic collapse. However, this is not so when e = 100 as shown in Fig. 33 . In this case, only controlling the force will lead to catastrophic failure. In the limit when e → ∞, the model becomes the equal load-sharing fiber bundle model, where F = (1 − D)D. In this limit there are no spatial correlations and the force instability is due to the the decreasing total elastic constant of the system making the force on each surviving bond increase faster than the typical spread of threshold values. No such effect exists when controlling displacement D. However, when the elastic constant, e, is small, spatial correlations in the form of localization, where fibers that are close in space have a tendency to fail consecutively, do develop, and these are responsible for the displacement instability which is seen in Fig. 32 .
We now turn to the study of the burst distribution. Figs. 34 and 35 show the burst distribution for e = 10 and 100. In both cases we find that the burst distribution follows a power law with an exponent ξ = 2.6 ± 0.1. It was argued in Ref. (Batrouni et al. , 2002) that the value of ξ in this case is indeed 5/2 as in the global load sharing model. These two figures should be compared with Fig. 29 showing the burst distribution in the variable range fiber bundle model of Hidalgo et al., , where ξ = 5/2 is recovered as long as the range exponent γ is small, rendering the forces long range among the fibers. As the failure process proceeds, there is an increasing competition between local failure due to stress enhancement and local failure due to local weakness of material. When the displacement, D, is the control parameter and e is sufficiently small (for example e = 10), catastrophic failure eventually occurs due to localization. The onset of this localization, i.e., the catastrophic regime, occurs when the two mechanisms are equally important. This may be due to self-organized criticality due to self or- ganization (Bak et al. , 1987) occurs at this point. In order to test whether this is the case, Batrouni et al. (Batrouni et al. , 2002) measured the size distribution of broken bond clusters at the point when D reaches its maximum point on the F − D characteristics, i.e. the onset of localization and catastrophic failure. The analysis was performed using a Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm (Stauffer and Aharony, 1994) . The result is shown the in Fig. 36 , for 56 disorder realizations, L = 128 and e = 10. The result is consistent with a power law distribution with exponent −1.6, and consequently with self organization. If this process were in the universality class of percolation, the exponent would have been 2.05. Hence, we are dealing with a new universality class in this system. This behavior should be contrasted to the one seen in the variable range fiber bundle model studied by Hidalgo et al. where no power law distribution was found (see Fig. 30 in Section IV.B).
V. FIBER BUNDLES IN MATERIAL SCIENCE AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
The aim of this Section is to demonstrate how the fiber bundle models may be used as precise quantitatively predictive tools for studying both important phenomena occurring in materials such as fatigue and for studying important classes of materials, notably fiber reinforced composites. We also discuss applications of fiber bundle models in other contexts ranging from traffic modeling to earthquake dynamics.
A. Time dependent failure: Fatigue or creep phenomena
An important kind of dynamical failure due to fatigue occurs in loaded materials due to fatigue. Sometimes when a load is applied, though surviving at first stage, the system fails after long time. This type of failure is referred as the fatigue-failure or creep rupture (Chakrabarti, 1994; Lawn, 1993) . The fatigue-failure is basically a thermally activated process (Phoenix and Tierney, 1983 ) and originates at the atomic level of the fibers where the molecules are in random thermal vibrations. Eventually a molecule acquires sufficient thermal energy to overcome the local energy barrier and slips relative to other molecules. The frequency of such events is greatly enhanced by increases in temperature, stress and impurity level. After a molecular slip or rupture, neighboring molecules become overloaded and the failure rate increases. These molecular failures accumulate locally and produce microcracks within the material. Also micro-cracks can grow at the crack-tips with time due to chemical diffusion in the atmosphere (Lawn, 1993) which helps the growth of fractures. These failures nucleate around the defects in the solid and the failure behavior and its statistics therefore crucially depends on the disorder or impurity distribution within the sample. The system then fails under a stress less than its normal strength (σ c ) and the failure time (τ ) depends on both, the applied load and the impurity level. These quasi-static failure properties of disordered solids have been studied extensively in recent years (Chakrabarti and Benguigui, 1997; Herrmann and Roux, 1990; Smith, 1980) . Fatigue-failure in fiber bundle model was first studied by Coleman (1956 Coleman ( , 1957a considering different classes of fibers and several breakdown rules. The probabilistic analysis gives the lifetime distribution under various loading conditions: Constant load, loads proportional to time and periodic loads. The 'time dependent fatigue' and cycle dependent fatigue' both are addressed in this work introducing the concept of 'memory' effect, i.e., the load history can affect the failure of fibers. Such time dependent failure in fiber bundles have been considerably extended and generalized by Phoenix et al. (Newman and Phoenix, 2000; Phoenix, , 1979 Phoenix and Tierney, 1983) for equal load sharing (ELS) and local load sharing (LLS) bundles. The approximate fatigue life time distributions have been achieved through probabilistic analysis introducing power law breakdown rule and exponential breakdown rule at the molecular level (Phoenix and Tierney, 1983) .
Also, several experiments (Banerjee and Chakrabarti, 2001; Pauchard and Meunier, 1993) have been performed to observe the fatigue-failure time of materials and its statistics. The effect of thermal activation and disordered noise on the failure have recently been measured for material breakdown and approximate fatigue behavior has been obtained (Guarino et al., , 2002 Roux, 2000; Scorretti et al., 2001) using fiber bundle models.
In this section, we discuss several approaches of achieving fatigue-failure behavior in equal load sharing fiber bundle models. The approaches differ basically in the way how time-dependence has been incorporated in the failure process.
Thermally induced failure in fiber bundles
The influence of noise on macroscopic failure in fiber bundle model, has been studied numerically (Guarino et al., , 2002 Scorretti et al., 2001) , using both disorder noise and thermal noise. The strength of each fiber is characterized by a critical stress x (c) i which is a random variable that follows a normal distribution of mean x (c) and variance KT d :
where K is the Boltzmann constant and N d is the disorder noise. Again each fiber is subjected to an additive time dependent random stress ∆x i (t) which follows a zero mean normal distribution of variance KT :
Here N T is the thermal noise. Due to the equal load sharing scheme, if a number n(t) of fibers are broken at time t, the local stress on each of the remaining fibers will be:
where N is the total number of fibers in the intact bundle and F is the applied force on the bundle. If KT = 0, the model reduces to the static one. In that case the applied force is increased linearly from zero to the critical value F c above which the whole bundle breaks. Therefore, at a constant force F , the bundle breaks in a single avalanche only if F > F c , otherwise it will never break. If KT = 0 then the system can break at an applied force F < F c due to the thermal effect. Such thermal failure of the model has been studied numerically as a function of F , KT and KT d .
When KT = 0, the failure time τ as a function of
follows an exponential law for any fixed value of KT d :
where F 0 is a fitting parameter [ Fig. 37(a) ] and it depends on thermal noise KT as:
where A is a fitting parameter [ Fig. 37(b) ]. These results are similar to the prediction of Pomeau's theory (Pomeau, 1992) , which suggests
where P is the imposed stress, τ o is a constant, Γ the surface energy, Y the Young modulus, k the Boltzmann constant, α a constant which depends on the geometry, T ef f is an effective temperature and d the dimensionality of the system. This theory is based on the physical argument that thermal activation of micro cracks (Golubović and Feng, 1991; Pomeau, 1992) is responsible for the macroscopic failure of the material.
As KT d increases, the absolute difference between failure times τ for different values of thermal noise KT decreases, which means the failure time τ becomes less sensitive to the effective value of thermal noise [ Fig. 38(b) ]. These observations suggest that disorder noise amplifies the effect of thermal noise and reduces the dependence of τ on the temperature and this can explain the recent experimental observations on microcrystals (Pauchard and Meunier, 1993) , gels (Bonn et al., 1998) and macroscopic composite materials . However calculations show that thermal fluctuations are too small to activate the nucleation of microcraks in the times τ measured in experiments. It seems somehow disorder amplifies the thermal noise so that the nucleation time of defects becomes of the order of the measured ones and that the lifetime τ of the sample depend on the heterogeneity of the media.
The numerical observations described above have been confirmed later through an analytic investigation by S. Roux (Roux, 2000) . In a homogeneous (no disorder in fiber strength) fiber bundle model, force or stress on each fiber is
where x 0 = F/N and η is the random noise with a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and variance KT . Now the probability that one fiber survives after t time step is
where P is the cumulative probability. Then the probability that the entire bundle can survive after t time step is
Therefore the average failure time is
After the first fiber breaks, the situation remains the same with a smaller bundle and larger stress. Thus the average failure time after i − 1 broken fiber is
Now the total failure time can be obtained by taking the sum over all i as
When N is large, one can replace the sum by a continuous integral:
This is an exact result. To achieve a closed form equation it has been considered that the above sum is dominated by the time required for breaking the first fiber when x 0 is much smaller than the maximum load x c and when KT << 1. Then P can be considered to be much smaller than 1. Now the derivative of the average time with respect to x 0 gives
.
2 ≫ KT the error function can be expanded as
. (216) Finally taking into account the dominating terms, one gets
These analytic expressions are identical to what have been observed by Guarino et. al (Guarino et al., , 2002 Scorretti et al., 2001) in numerical simulations. A similar analysis (Roux, 2000) shows that when fiber strengths are distributed (heterogeneous case), the average failure time can be expressed as
where Θ is the disorder parameter. The important thing is that the result for the heterogeneous case is the same as the homogeneous case with a different temperature T ef f = T + Θ. Clearly this is what Guarino et. al (Scorretti et al., 2001) proposed: time independent heterogeneities of the system modify the effective temperature.
Noise induced failure in fiber bundles
Not only the temperature, but several other factors can result in fatigue-failure in materials: Weather effects, chemical effects etc. (Chakrabarti, 1994;  Lawn, 1993). Recently, there has been an attempt (Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2003b) to incorporate all the noise effects through a single parameter KT (K is Boltzmann constant) which can directly influence the failure probability of the individual elements. Such a failure probability p(σ, KT ) at any applied stress σ, induced by a non-zero noise KT , has been formulated as:
where x is the failure strength of an element. Clearly, the failure probability increases as σ and KT increases. Without any noise (KT = 0) the model is trivial: The bundle remains intact for stress σ < σ c and it fails completely for σ ≥ σ c where σ c is the critical stress value.
At KT = 0 and under any stress σ (< σ c ), some fibers (weaker fibers) fail and the total load has to be supported by the surviving fibers, which in turn enhances their stress value, inducing further failure. The bundle therefore fails at σ < σ c after a finite time τ .
In case of homogeneous bundle (all fibers have the same strength x), the critical stress value for the bundle is σ c = x. Then the time dynamics at an applied stress σ can be written (Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2003b) as
where U t is the fraction of total fibers remains intact after time step t. In the continuum limit, we can write the above recursion relation in a differential form
Again, for σ ≥ σ c , one gets U t+1 = 0 from Eq. (220), giving τ = 0. For small KT and as
These results agree qualitatively with the recent experimental observations (Banerjee and Chakrabarti, 2001; Guarino et al., 2002) . In order to investigate the fatigue behavior in heterogeneous fiber bundles, uniform distribution of fiber strengths has been considered (Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2003b) .
The noiseinduced failure probability has the similar form : p(σ, KT ) = exp − 1 KT x σ − 1 for 0 < σ ≤ x and p(σ, KT ) = 1 for σ > x, where x denotes the strength of the individual fibers in the bundle. Now it is difficult to tackle the problem analytically. However, Monte Carlo simulations (Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2003b) show (Fig. 40) the variations of average time (τ ) with noise (KT ) and stress level (σ):
where, σ c is the critical stress. This phenomenological form Eq. (224) is indeed very close to the analytic result Eq. (222) for the homogeneous fiber bundle.
Creep rupture in viscoelastic fiber bundles
Creep-rupture has been achieved in a bundle of viscoelastic fibers, where a fiber is modeled by a Kelvin-Voigt element (see Fig.  41 ) and results in the constitutive stress-strain relation
Here σ 0 is the applied stress, ε is the corresponding strain, β denotes the damping coefficient, and E the Young modulus of the fibers. 
FIG. 41
The viscoelastic fiber bundle: intact fibers are modeled by Kelvin-Voigt elements which consists of a spring and a dashpot in parallel. From .
In the equal load sharing mode, the time evolution of the system under a steady external stress σ o can be described by the equation
As usual, there is a critical load σ c for the system and Eq. (226) suggests two distinct regimes depending on the value of the external load σ o : When σ o is below the critical value σ c Eq. (226) has a fixed-point solution ε s , which can be obtained by settingε = 0 in Eq. (226)
In this case the strain value converges to ε s when t → ∞, and no macroscopic failure occurs. But, when σ o > σ c , no fixed-point solution exists. Here,ε remains always positive, that means in this case, the strain of the system ε(t) monotonically increases until the system fails globally at a time t f . The solution of the differential equation Eq. (226) gives a complete description of the failure process. By separation of variables, the integral becomes
where C is integration constant. Below the critical point σ o ≤ σ c the bundle slowly relaxes to the fixed-point value ε s . The characteristic time scale of such relaxation process can be obtained by analyzing the behavior of ε(t) in the vicinity of ε s . After introducing a new variable δ as δ(t) = ε s − ε(t), the governing differential equation can be written as
Clearly, the solution of Eq. (229) has the form δ ∼ exp [−t/τ ], with
where τ is the characteristic time of the relaxation process. The variation of the relaxation time τ with the external driving near the critical point σ c is crucial for any dynamical system. Since σ o (ε s ) has a maximum of the value σ c at ε c , in the vicinity of ε c one can use the approximation:
where the multiplication factor A depends on the probability distribution P . Using the approximation Eq. (231), it can be shown from Eq. (230),that
Therefore, the relaxation time diverges following a universal power law with an exponent −1/2. Note that a similar power law divergence has been achieved (Pradhan et al., 2002; Pradhan and Chakrabarti, 2001) in a dry fiber bundle subjected to a constant load. How does the system behave above the critical point? The behavior can be analyzed analogously when σ o is close to σ c . Then one can write σ o = σ c + ∆σ o , where ∆σ o << σ c . It is obvious that the relaxation steps are too many when ε(t) becomes close to ε c . Therefore, the integral in Eq. (228), is dominated by the region close to ε c . Using Eq. (231), the integral in Eq. (228) becomes
Evaluating the integration over a small ε interval in the vicinity of ε c , one gets
Thus, t f has a two-sided power law divergence at σ c with a universal exponent − 1 2 independent of the specific form of the disorder distribution P (ε), similarly to τ in case of dry fiber bundle (see section III A).
To check the validity of the universal power law behavior of t f , simulations were performed with various disorder distributions, i.e. uniform distribution and the Weibull distribution of the form
, where λ is the characteristic strain and m is the shape parameter. The simulation results (Fig. 42) are in excellent agreement with the analytic results.
4. Creep rupture in a bundle of slowly relaxing fibers A slow relaxation following fiber failure can also lead to creep rupture behavior (Hidalgo et al., 2001; . In this case, the fibers are linearly elastic until they break, but after breaking they undergo a slow relaxation process, which can be caused by the sliding of broken fibers or by the creeping matrix. Therefore when . . . . .
FIG. 43
The fibers are modeled by Maxwell elements. From a fiber breaks, its load does not drop to zero instantaneously. Instead it undergoes a slow relaxation process and thus introduces a time scale into the system. Intact fibers are assumed to be linearly elastic, therefore the deformation rate isε
where ε f denotes the strain and E f is the Young modulus of the fibers. In order to capture the slow relaxation effect, the broken fibers with the surrounding matrix material are modeled by Maxwell elements (Fig. 43) , i.e. they are assumed as a serial coupling of a spring and a dashpot. Such arrangement results in the following non-linear responseε
where σ b is the time dependent load and ε b is the time dependent deformation of a broken fiber. The relaxation of broken fibers is characterized by three parameters E b , B, and m, where E b is the effective stiffness of a broken fiber, and the exponent m characterizes the strength of non-linearity. In equal load sharing mode, the macroscopic elastic behavior of the composite can be represented by the constitutive equation (Hidalgo et al., 2001; 
Here σ b (t) is the amount of load carried by the broken fibers and P (σ(t)) and 1 − P (σ(t)) denote the fraction of broken and intact fibers at time t, respectively. By construction ( Fig. 43) , the two time derivatives have to be always equalε
Now the differential equation for the time evolution of the system can be obtained using Eq. (237), Eq. (236) and Eq. (238) aṡ Similar to the viscoelastic model, two different regimes of σ(t) can be distinguished depending on the value of σ o : If the external load is below the critical value σ c a fixed-point solution σ s exists which can be obtained by settingσ = 0 in Eq. (239)
This means that the solution σ(t) of Eq. (239) converges asymptotically to σ s resulting in an infinite lifetime t f of the composite. When the external load is above the critical value, the deformation rateε =σ/E f remains always positive, resulting in a macroscopic failure in a finite time t f . The behavior of the system shows again universal aspects in the vicinity of the critical point. Below the critical point the relaxation of σ(t) to the stationary solution σ s is governed by a differential equation of the form
where δ denotes the difference δ(t) = σ s − σ(t). Hence, the characteristic time scale τ of the relaxation process only emerges if m = 1, furthermore, in this case also τ ∼ (σ c − σ o ) −1/2 holds when approaching the critical point. However, for m > 1 the relaxation process is characterized by δ(t) = at 1/1−m , where a → 0 with σ 0 → σ c . Again, close to the critical point, it can also be shown that the lifetime t f shows power law divergence when the external load approaches the critical point from above
The exponent is universal in the sense that it does not depend on the disorder distribution. However it depends on the exponent m, which characterizes the non-linearity of broken fibers. As a check, numerical simulations have been performed (Hidalgo et al., 2001; for several different values of the exponent m (Fig. 44) . The slope of the fitted straight lines agrees well with the analytic predictions (Eq. 242). 
Fatigue-failure experiment
An interesting experimental and theoretical study of fatigue failure in asphalt was performed by Kun et al. (2007) . The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 45 . The cylindrical sample was subjected to cyclic diametric compression at constant load amplitude σ 0 , and the deformation ǫ as a function of the number of cycles N cycle was recorded together with the number of cycles N f at which catastrophic failure occurs. Fig. 46 shows deformation ǫ as a function of number of cycles N cycle for two different load amplitudes σ 0 /σ c = 0.3 and 0.4. Here σ c is the tensile strength of the asphalt. Fig. 47 shows the number of cycles to catastrophic failure as a function of the load amplitude σ 0 /σ c . This curve shows three regimes, the middle one being characterizable by a power law,
This is the Basquin regime (Li and Metcalf, 2002; Si et al., 2002; Sornette et al., 2002; Suresh, 1991) . Kun et al. (2007) find α = 2.2 ± 0.1 for the asphalt system. In order to model the behavior found in Figs. 46 and 47, Kun et al. (2007) introduce equal load-sharing fiber bundle model as illustrated in Fig. 45a . Each fiber 1 ≤ i ≤ N is subjected to a time dependent load x i (t). There are two failure mechanisms present. Fiber i fails instantaneously at time t when x i (t) for the first time reaches its failure threshold t i . However, there is also a damage accumulation mechanism characterized by the parameter c i (t). In the time interval dt, fiber i accumulates a damage
where a > 0 is a scale parameter and γ > 0 is an exponent FIG. 47 Number of cycles at catastrophic failure, N f as a function of load amplitude σ0/σc. The two curves show experimental and fiber bundle model data respectively. From Kun et al. (2007) .
to be determined. Hence, the accumulated damage is
When c i (t) for the first time exceeds the damage accumulation threshold, s i , fiber i fails. The thresholds t i and s i are chosen from a joint probability distribution p t,s (t, s). Kun et al. (Kun et al., 2007) make the assumption that this distribution may be factorized, p t,s (t, s) = p t (t)p s (s). In addition to damage accumulation, there is yet another important mechanism that needs to be incorporated in the model: damage healing (Si et al., 2002) . A time scale τ is associated with this mechanism, and the ELS average force-load equation
′ is the cumulative instantaneous breaking threshold probability, is generalized to Kun et al. (Kun et al., 2007) show that the Basquin law (243) may be derived analytically from Eq. (247) leading to α = γ. The solid curves in Fig. 46 are fits of the theoretical curves based on Eq. (247) to the experimental data for the ǫ vs. N cycle . Likewise, Fig. 47 shows the fit of the theoretical N f vs. σ 0 /σ c to the experimental data. For this fit, γ = 2.0 and τ = 15000.
B. Precursors of global failure
A fundamental question in strength considerations of materials is when does it fail. Are there signals that can warn of imminent failure? This is of uttermost importance in e.g. the diamond mining industry where sudden failure of the mine can be extremely costly in terms of lives. These mines are under continuous acoustic surveillance, but at present there are no tell-tale acoustic signature of imminent catastrophic failure. The same type of question is of course also central to earthquake prediction and initiates the search for precursors of global (catastrophic) failure events. The precursor parameters essentially reflect the growing correlations within a dynamic system as it approaches the failure point. As we show, sometimes it is possible to predict the global failure points in advance. Needless to mention that the existence of any such precursors and detailed knowledge about their behavior for major catastrophic failures like earthquakes, landslides, mine/bridge collapses, would be of supreme value for our civilization. In this section we will discuss how can one predict the critical point (global failure point) in ELS Models through the observed precursor parameters.
(a) Using χ and τ We discussed earlier (Section III A) that susceptibility (χ) and relaxation time (τ ) follow power laws (exponent = −1/2) with external stress and both diverge at the critical stress. Therefore if we plot χ −2 and τ −2 with external stress, we expect a linear fit near critical point and the straight lines should touch X axis at the critical stress. We indeed found similar behavior (Fig. 48) in simulation experiments after taking averages over many sample.
For application, it is always important that such prediction can be done in a single sample. For a single bundle having very large number of fibers, similar response of χ and τ have been observed . The prediction of failure point is also quite satisfactory (Fig. 49) .
(b) From the rate of breaking
When we put a big load on a material body, it becomes important to know whether that body can support the load or not. The similar question can be asked in fiber bundle model. We found that if we record the breakingrate, i.e, the amount of failure in each load redistribution -then the pattern of breaking-rate clearly shows whether the bundle is going to fail or not. For any stress below the critical state, the breaking-rate follows exponential decay (Fig. 50 ) with the step of load redistribution and for stress values above critical stress it is a power law followed by a gradual rise (Fig. 50) . Clearly at critical stress it follows a robust power law with exponent −2 that has already been obtained analytically.
(c) From the avalanche distribution
The bursts or avalanches can be recorded from outside -without disturbing the ongoing failure process. Therefore, any signature in burst statistics that can warn of imminent system failure would be very useful in the sense of wide scope of applicability. As discussed in Section III (B), when the avalanches are recorded close to the global failure point, the distribution shows a different power law (exponent = −3/2) than the one (exponent = −5/2) characterizing the size distribution of all avalanches. This crossover behavior has been analyzed analytically in case of ELS fiber bundle model and similar crossover behavior is also seen in the burst distribution and energy distribution of the fuse model which is an established model for studying fracture and breakdown phenomena in disordered systems. The crossover length becomes bigger and bigger as the failure point is approached and it diverges at the failure point (Eq. 150). Actually, the magnitude of the crossover length can tell us how far the system is from the global failure point. Most important is that this crossover signal does not hinge on observing rare events and is seen also in a single system. Therefore, such crossover signature has a strong potential to be used as a useful detection tool. It should be mentioned that a recent observation (Kawamura, 2006) suggests a change in exponent values of the local magnitude distributions of earthquakes in Japan, before the onset of a mainshock (Fig. 51) . This observation has definitely strengthened the possibility of using crossover signals in burst statistics as a criterion for imminent failure.
C. Fiber reinforced composites
As we have seen, fiber bundle models provide a fertile ground for studying a wide range of breakdown phenomena. In some sense, they correspond to the Ising model in the study of magnetism. In this Section, we will review how the fiber bundle models are generalized to describe composites containing fibers. Such composites are of increasing practical importance, see e.g. Fig. 52 .
A fiber reinforced composite consists of fibers embedded in a matrix (Mishnaevsky, 2007; Mishnaevsky and Brøndsted, 2007) .
During tensile loading the main part of the load is carried by the fibers and the strength of the composite is governed to a large extent by the strength of the fibers themselves. The matrix material is chosen so that its yield threshold is lower than that of the fibers which are embedded in it. Common materials used for the fibers are aluminum, aluminum oxide, aluminum silica, asbestos, beryllium, beryllium carbide, beryllium oxide, carbon (graphite), glass (E-glass, S-glass, D-glass), molybdenum, polyamide (aromatic polyamide, aramid), Kevlar 29 and Kevlar 49, polyester, quartz (fused silica), steel, tantalum, titanium, tungsten or tungsten monocarbide. Most matrix materials are resins as a result of their wide variation in properties and relatively low cost. Common resin materials are epoxy, phenolic, polyester, polyurethane and vinyl ester. When the composite is to be used under adverse conditions such as high temperature, metallic matrix materials such as aluminum, copper, lead, magnesium, nickel, silver or titanium, or non-metallic matrix materials such as ceramics may be used. When the matrix material is brittle, cracks open up in the matrix perpendicular to the fiber direction at roughly equal spacing. In metallic matrix materials, plasticity sets in at sufficient load. Lastly, in polymer matrix composites, the matrix typically responds linearly, but still the fibers carry most of the load due to the large compliance of the matrix. When a fiber fails, the forces it carried are redistributed among the surviving fibers and the matrix. If the matrix-fiber interface is weak compared to the strength of the fibers and the matrix themselves, fractures develop along the fibers. When the matrix is brittle, the fibers bridging the developing crack in the matrix will, besides binding the crack together, lead to stress alleviation at the matrix crack front. This leads to the energy necessary to propagate a crack further increases with the length of the crack, Jacobsen, 1998, 2000) i.e., so-called R-curve behavior (Lawn, 1993) . When the bridging fibers fail, they typically do so through debonding at the fiber-matrix interface. This is followed by pull-out, see Fig. 53 .
The Cox shear lag model forms the basis for the standard tools used for analyzing breakdown in fiber reinforced composites (Chou, 1997; Cox, 1952) . It considers the elastic response of a single fiber in a homegeous matrix only capable of transmitting shear stresses. By treating the properties of the matrix as effective and due to the self-consistent response by the matrix material and the rest of the fibers, the Cox model becomes a mean-field model (Räisänen et al. , 1997) . Extensions of the Cox single-fiber model to debonding and slip at the fiber-matrix interface have been published (Aveston and Kelly, 1973; Budiansky et al., 1986; Hsueh, 1990 Hsueh, , 1992 . In 1961 the single-fiber calculation of Cox was extended to two-dimensional unidirectional fibers in a compliant matrix, i.e., a matrix incapable of carrying tensile stress, by Hedgepeth (1961) . In 1967, this calculation was followed up by Hedgepeth and Dyke (1967) for three-dimensional unidirectional fibers placed in a square or hexagonal pattern. They found the average stress intensity factor (i.e., the ratio between local stress in an intact fiber and the applied stress) to be
after k fibers failing. In his Ph.D. thesis, Fichter (1969) extended these calculations to aligned arrays of broken fibers mixed with intact fibers. This approach was subsequently generalized to systems where the matrix has a non-zero stiffness and hence is able to transmit stress (Beyerlein and Landis, 1999; Landis and McMeeking, 1999) . Viscoelasticity of the matrix has been included by Lagoudas et al. (1989) and Beyerlein and Phoenix (1998) . Curtin (1991) demonstrated that when the fibers respond under global load-sharing conditions, a meanfield theory may be constructed where the breakdown of the composite is reduced to that of the failure of a single fiber in an effective matrix (Curtin, 1993; Hild et al., 1994; Hild and Feillard, 1997; Roux and Hild, 2002) . Wagner and Eitan (1993) studied the redistribution of forces onto the neighbors of a single failing fiber within a two-dimensional uni-directional composite using the shear-lag model, finding that within this scheme, the stress-enhancement is less pronounced than earlier calculations had shown. Wagner (1999, 2000) introduced a multi-fiber failure model including debonding and frictional effects at the fiber-matrix interface, finding that the stress intensity factor would decrease with increasing interfiber distance. An important calculational principle, the Break Influence Superposition Technique was introduced by Sastry and Phoenix (1993) based on the method of Kachanov (1985) in order to handle models with multiple fiber failures. The technique consists in determining the transmission factors, which give the load at a given position along a given fiber due to a unit negative load at the single break point in the fiber bundle. The multiple failure case is then constructed through superposition of these single-failure transmission factors. This method has proven very efficient from a numerical point of view, and has been generalized through a series of later papers, see (Beyerlein and Phoenix, 1997a,b; Beyerlein et al. , 1996; Landis et al. , 2000; Li et al. , 2006) . Ibnabdeljalil and Curtin (1997a,b) , Curtin (1998) , Xia and Curtin (2001) and Xia et al. (2002) analyzed the interaction between multiple breaks in uni-directional fibers embedded in a matrix using a lattice Green function technique (Zhou and Curtin, 2001 ) to calculate the load transfer from broken to unbroken fibers including fiber-matrix sliding with a constant interfacial shear resistance τ , given by either a debonded sliding interface or by matrix shear yielding. The differential load carrying capacity of the matrix is assumed to be negligible. In the following we describe the Zhou and Curtin approach in some detail. The load-bearing fibers have a strength distribution given by the cumulative probability
of failure over a length of fiber L experiencing a stress σ, where
where ρ is the Weibull index. When a fiber breaks, the load is transferred to the unbroken fibers. We will return to the details henceforth. The newly broken fiber slides relatively to the matrix. The shear resistance τ provides an average axial fiber stress along the single broken fiber
at a distance z from the break, where r is radius of the fibers and σ 0 (z) is the axial fiber stress prior to the failure FIG. 54 The discretization of a three-dimensional unidirectional fiber reinforced composite used by Zhou and Curtin. From Zhou and Curtin (2001) .
at point z. This defines a length scale
The total stress change within a distance ±l s of the break is distributed to the other fibers. A key assumption in what now follows is that the total stress in each plane z is conserved: The stress difference σ 0 (z) − σ(z) is distributed among the other intact fibers at the same z-level.
In order to set up the lattice Green function approach, the system must be discretized. Each fiber, oriented in the z direction, of length L z is divided into N z elements of length δ = L z /N z . The fibers are arranged on the nodes of a square lattice in the xy plane so that there is a total of N f = N x × N y fibers. The lattice constants in the x and y directions are a x and a y , respectively. Each fiber is labeled by n where 1 ≤ n ≤ N f . This is shown in Fig. 54 . The stress on fiber n in layer m along the z direction is given by σ n,m . Fiber n at layer m may be intact. It then acts as a Hookean spring with spring constant k t responding to the stress σ n,m . If fiber n has broken at layer m, it carries a stress equal to zero. The third possibility is that fiber n has broken elsewhere at m ′ , and layer m is within the slip zone. It then carries a stress
which is the discretization of Eq. (251) with zero spring constant. Each element m of fiber n has two end nodes associated with it. At all such nodes, springs parallel to the xy plane are placed linking fiber n with its nearest neighbors. These springs have spring constant k s . The displacement of the nodes is assumed confined to the z direction only.
Zhou and Curtin denote the displacement of node connecting element m with element m + 1 of fiber n, u + n,m , and the displacement of node linking element m with element m − 1 of fiber n, u − n,m . The force on element m of fiber n from element m of fiber n + 1 is
The reader should compare the following discussion with that which was presented in Section IV.C. We now assume that it is only layer m = 0 that carries any damaged or slipped elements, the rest of the layers m = 0 are perfect. Let u = {u ± n,m }. If a force f = {f ± n,m } is applied to the nodes, the response is
where G is the lattice Green function. Given the displacements from solving this equation combined with Eq. (254), the force carried by each broken element is found. The inverse of the lattice Green function is D = G −1 . The elements of D are either zero, k s or k t , reflecting the status of the springs; undamaged, slipping or broken. When there are no breaks in layer m = 0, we define
Hence, δD plays a rôle somewhat similar to the matrix K defined in Eq. (198) . By combining these definitions, Zhou and Curtin find
The matrices G and D have dimension N × N where N = N x × N y × N z . By appropriately labeling the rows and columns, the matrices D and G may be written
where the (2N x N y ) × (2N x N y ) matrix G dd couples elements within the layer m = 0, where all the damage is located. The matrix G pp couples elements within the rest of the layers. These are undamaged -"perfect". The two matrices G dp and G pd provide the cross couplings. The matrix δD becomes in this representation
Combining this equation with Eq. (256) gives
where the intact Green function G 0 dd may be found analytically by solving Eq. (255) for the intact lattice in Fourier space { q},
By using that f + n,0 = −f − n, 0, Zhou and Curtin find that
where n + and n − refer to the upper and lower node attached to element n is layer m = 0. Before completing the model, the Weibull strength distribution, Eqs. (249) and (250), must be discretized. Each element (n, m) is given a maximum sustainable load s n,m from the cumulative probability
where σ = (L 0 /δ) 1/ρ σ 0 . The breakdown algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. A force per fiber set equal to the smallest breaking threshold, f 0 = min n,m s n,m , is applied to the system.
2. The weakest fiber or fibers are broken by setting their spring constants to zero. 7. Search for the spring which is closest to it breaking threshold. This spring is the one with λ = min n,m (s n,m /f n,m ). Increase the load by a factor λη, where η is equal to or somewhat larger than unity. This factor is present to take into account the non-linearities introduced in the system due to the slip of the fibers.
8. Proceed until the system no longer can sustain a load.
By changing the ratio k t /k s between the moduli of the springs in the discretized lattice, it is possible to go from fiber bundle behavior essentially evolving according to equal load sharing (ELS) to local load sharing (LLS).
Whereas the computational cost of finite-element calculations on fiber reinforced composites scales with the volume of the composite, the Break Influence Superposition Technique and the Lattice Green function technique scale with the number of fiber breaks in the sample. This translates into systems studied by the latter two techniques can be orders of magnitude larger than the former (Ibnabdeljalil and Curtin, 1997a) .
After this rather sketchy tour through the use of fiber bundle models as tools for describing the increasing important fiber reinforced composite materials, we now turn to the use of fiber bundle models in non-mechanical settings.
D. Failure phenomena in Networks, Traffic, etc.
The typical failure dynamics of the fiber bundle model captures quite faithfully the failure behavior of several multicomponent systems like the communication or traffic networks. Similar to the elastic networks considered here, as the local stress or load (transmission rate or traffic currents) at any part of the network goes beyond the sustainable limit, that part of the system or the network fails or gets jammed, and the excess load gets redistributed over the other intact parts. This, in turn, may induce further failure or jamming in the system. Because of the tectonic motions stresses develop at the crusttectonic plate resting (contact) regions and the failure at any of these supports induces additional stresses elsewhere. Apart from the healing phenomena in geological faults, the fiber bundle models have built-in features to capture the earthquake dynamics. Naturally, the statistically established laws for earthquake dynamics can be easily recast into the forms derived here for the fiber bundle models.
We will consider here in some more details these three applications specifically.
Modelling network failures
The fiber bundle model has been applied (Kim et al., 2005) to study the cascading failures of network structures, like Erdos-Renyi networks (Erdös and Rényi, 1959) , known as ER networks and Watts-Strogatz networks (Watts and Strogatz, 1994) , known as WS networks, to model the overloading failures in power grids, etc. Here, the nodes or the individual power stations are modelled as fibers and the transmission links between these nodes are utilized to transfer the excess load (from one broken fiber or station to another).
The load transfer of broken fibers or nodes through the edges or links of the underlying network is governed by the LLS rule (Harlow and Phoenix, 1978; Phoenix, 1979; Smith and Phoenix, 1981) . Under a non-zero external load Nσ, the actual stress σ i of the intact fiber i is given by the sum ofσ and the transferred load from neighboring broken fibers. The local load transfer, from broken fibers to intact fibers, depends on the load concentration factor K i ≡ σ i /σ with K i = 1 + j ′ m j /k j , where the primed summation is over the cluster of broken fibers directly connected to i, m j is the number of broken fibers 14 . p and γ are the rewiring probability in the WS networks and the exponent of degree distribution P (k) ∼ k −γ respectively. The data points are obtained from the averages over 10 4 (10 3 for N = 2 15 ) ensembles. From Kim et al. (2005) .
in the cluster j, and k j is the number of intact fibers directly connected to j. Let the external stressσ be increased by an infinitesimal amount δσ starting fromσ = 0. Fibers for which σ th i < K iσ break iteratively until no more fibers break. For each increment ofσ, the size s(σ) of the avalanche is defined as the number of broken fibers triggered by the increment. The surviving fraction U (σ) of fibers can be written as
One can also measure directly the response function χ, or the generalized susceptibility, denoted as
The critical valueσ c of the external load, can be defined from the condition of the global breakdown U (σ c ) = 0 . The critical valueσ c and the susceptibility χ have been calculated numerically for the model under the LLS rule on various network structures, such as the local regular network, the WS network, the ER network, and the scale-free networks (Fig. 55) . The results suggest that the critical behavior of the model on complex networks is completely different from that on a regular lattice. More specifically, whileσ c for the FBM on a local regular network vanishes in the thermodynamic limit and is described byσ c ∼ 1/ ln(N ) for finite-sized systems (see the curve for p = 0 in Fig. 55 , corresponding to the WS network with the rewiring probability p = 0),σ c for all networks except for the local regular one does not diminish but converges to a nonzero value as N is increased. Moreover, the susceptibility diverges at the critical point as χ ∼ (σ c −σ) −1/2 , regardless of the networks, which is again in a sharp contrast to the local regular network [see Fig. 55(b) ]. The critical exponent 1/2 clearly indicates that the FBM under the LLS rule on complex networks belongs to the same universality class as that of the GLS regime (Pradhan et al., 2002) although the load-sharing rule is strictly local. The observed variation forσ c is only natural for LLS model. In an LLS model if n successive fibers fail (each with a finite probability ρ), then the total probability of such an event is N ρ n (1 − ρ) 2 as the probability is proportional to the bundle size N . If this probability is finite, then n ∼ ln N (for any finite ρ, the failure probability of any fiber in the bundle). For a failure of n successive fibers, the neighboring intact fibers get the transferred load ∼ nσ which if becomes greater than or equal to their strength, it surely fails givingσ c ∼ 1/n ∼ 1/ ln N (see Section IV.A).
The evidence that the LLS model on complex networks belongs to the universality class of the GLS model is also found (Kim et al., 2005) in the avalanche size distribution D(∆): Unanimously observed power-law behavior D(∆) ∼ ∆ −5/2 (a) for all networks except for the local regular one (the WS network with p = 0) is in perfect agreement with the behavior for the GLS case (Hemmer and Hansen, 1992) . On the other hand, the LLS model for a regular lattice has been shown to exhibit completely different avalanche size distribution Kloster et al., 1997) . Also one can observe a clear difference in terms of the failure probability F (σ) defined as the probability of failure of the whole system at an external stressσ. While F (σ) values for LLS on complex networks fall on a common line, LLS on regular network shows a distinctly different trend (Kim et al., 2005) .
Modelling traffic jams
One can apply the equal load sharing fiber bundle model to study the traffic failure in a system of parallel road network in a city. For some special distributions, like the uniform distribution, of traffic handling capacities (thresholds) of the roads, the critical behavior of the jamming transition can be studied analytically. This, in fact, is exactly comparable with that for the asymmetric simple exclusion process in a single channel or road (Chakrabarti, 2006) .
Traffic jams or congestions occur essentially due to the excluded volume effects (among the vehicles) in a single road and due to the cooperative (traffic) load sharing by the (free) lanes or roads in multiply connected road networks (see e.g., Chowdhury et al. (2000) ; de Silveira (1999)). Using FBM for the traffic network, it has been shown (Chakrabarti, 2006) that the generic equation for the approach of the jamming transition in FBM corresponds to that for the Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Processes (ASEP) leading to the transport failure transition in a single channel or lane (see e.g., Stinchcombe (2005) Let the suburban highway traffic, while entering the city, get fragmented equally through the various narrower streets within the city and get combined again outside the city (see Fig. 56 ). If I O denotes the input traffic current and I T is the total output traffic current, then at the steady state, without any global traffic jam, I T = I O . In case I T falls below I O , the global jam starts and soon I T drops to zero. This occurs if I O > I c , the critical traffic current of the network, beyond which global traffic jam occurs. Let the parallel roads within the city have different thresholds for traffic handling capacity: i c1 , i c2 , . . . , i cN for the N different roads (the n-th road gets jammed if the traffic current i per road exceeds i cn ). Initially i = I O /N and increases as some of the roads get jammed and the same traffic load I O has to be shared equally by a lower number of unjammed roads. Next, we assume that the distribution ρ(i c ) of these thresholds is uniform up to a maximum threshold current (corresponding to the widest road traffic current capacity), which is normalized to unity (sets the scale for I c ).
The jamming dynamics in this model starts from the n-th road (say in the morning) when the traffic load i per city roads exceeds the threshold i cn of that road. Due to this jam, the total number of unconjested roads decreases and the rest of these roads have to bear the entire traffic load in the system. Hence the effective traffic load or stress on the uncongested roads increases and this compels some more roads to get jammed. These two sequential operations, namely the stress or traffic load redistribution and further failure in service of roads continue till an equilibrium is reached, where either the surviving roads are strong (wide) enough to share equally and carry the entire traffic load on the system (for I O < I c ) or all the roads fail (for I O ≥ I c ) and a (global) traffic jam occurs in the entire road network system. This jamming dynamics can be represented by recursion relations in discrete time steps. Let U t (i) be the fraction of unconjested roads in the network that survive after (discrete) time step t, counted from the time t = 0 when the load (at the level I O = iN ) is put in the system (time step indicates the number of stress redistributions). As such, U t (i = 0) = 1 for all t and U t (i) = 1 for t = 0 for any i; U t (i) = U * (i) = 0 for t → ∞ if I O < I c , and U t (i) = 0 for t → ∞ if I O > I c .
Here U t (i) follows a simple recursion relation
The critical behavior of this model remains the same as discussed in section 3.1 in terms of i and the exponent values remain unchanged: α = 1/2 = β = γ, δ = 1 for all these equal (traffic) load sharing models. In the simplest version of the asymmetric simple exclusion process transport in a chain (see Fig. 57 ), the transport corresponds to movement of vehicles, which is possible only when a vehicle at site i, say, moves to the vacant site i + 1. The transport current I is then given by (Stinchcombe, 2005) 
where ρ i denotes the site occupation density at site i and J denotes the inter-site hopping probability. The above equation can be easily recast in the form
where σ = I/J. Formally it is the same as the recursion relation for the density of uncongested roads in the FBM model discussed above; the site index here in ASEP plays the role of time index in FBM. Such exact correspondence indicates identical critical behavior in both the cases. The same universality for other cases of ρ(i) in FBM suggests similar behavior for other equivalent ASEP cases as well (see also Bhattacharjee (2007) .
Modelling earthquake statistics
The Earth's outer crust, several tens of kilometers in thickness, rests on tectonic shells. Due to the high temperature-pressure phase changes and consequent ionizations of the metallic ores, powerful magnetohydrodynamic convective flows occur in the earth's mantle at several hundreds of kilometers in depth. The tectonic shell, divided into about ten mobile plates, have got relative velocities of the order of a few centimeters per year (see e.g., Scholz (2002) ).
The stresses developed at the interfaces between the crust and the tectonic shells during the (long) sticking periods get released during the (very short) slips, causing the releases of the stored elastic energies (at the fault asperities) and consequent earthquakes.
Two well known phenomenologically established laws governing the earthquake statistics are (a) the Gutenberg-Richter law
relating the number density (N ) of earthquakes with the released energy greater than or equal to E; and (b) the Omori law
whereÑ denotes the number of aftershocks having magnitude or released energy larger than a preassigned small threshold value. As mentioned already, because of the tectonic motions, stresses develop at the crust-tectonic plate contact regions and the entire load is supported by such regions. Failure at any of these supports necessitates load redistributions and induces additional stresses elsewhere. Apart from the healing phenomena at these faults, the fiber bundle models have already the built-in features to capture such dynamics. The Burridge-Knopoff model (spring-block model) for the stick-slip motion of earthquake faults has been mapped onto a ELS fiber bundle model by Sornette (1992) and the power law distributions of the fluctuation driven bursts around the critical points have been compared with the famous Gutenberg-Richeter and Omori laws for earthquake occurrence. In fact the avalanche statistics discussed in Section III.B can easily explain the Gutenberg-Richter law (Eq. 268) with the identification ξ ′ = ξ − 1. Similarly, the decay of the number of failed fibers N (t) = N (1 − U t ) at the critical point, given by U t ∼ t −η (see e.g., Eq. 16), crudely speaking, gives in turn the Omori law behavior (Eq. 269) for the fiber bundle model, with the identification η ′ = 1+η. For some recent discussions on further i studies along these lines, see e.g., Turcotte and Glassco (2004) .
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The failure or breaking dynamics in any macroscopic system or structure has the inherent feature that the breaking nucleates around the hot spot where the concentrated local stress exceeds the sustainable limit or threshold. Following this nucleation, the stress from the failed portion gets redistributed over the intact portions of the system (not necessarily equally) and this extra share of the transferred load from the failed part of the system may induce further failures and cascading dynamics continues. As discussed here already, such recursive dynamics can be nicely captured by the fiber bundle models. Statistics of the resulting dynamics and of the associated avalanches depend crucially on the nature of the load redsitribution or transfer from the failed fiber to the intact ones: ELS, LLS or mixed.
As shown in Section III, the inherent mean field nature of the ELS models enables us to construct the recursion relations (e.g., Eq. 8) which capture well the failure dynamics. We find that the eventual statistics, governed by the fixed points for σ < σ c , the average strength of the bundle, essentially shows a normal critical behavior: order parameter O ∼ |∆σ| α , breakdown susceptibility χ ∼ |∆σ| β and relaxation time τ = κ|∆σ| θ with α = 1/2 = β = θ and κ − /κ + = lnN/2π for a bundle of N fibers, where subscripts + and − refers to post and pri critical cases respectively. The statistics of fluctuations over these average behavior, given by the avalanche size distributions D(∆) ∼ ∆ −ξ with ξ = 3 for discrete load increment and = 5/2 for quasi-static load increment in such ElS cases. The critical stress σ c of the bundle is of course nonuniversal and its magnitude depends on the fiber strength distribution.
For LLS, we essentially find (see Section IV.A), the critical strength of the bundle σ c ∼ 1/lnN which vanishes in the macroscopic system size limit. The avalanche size distribution is exponential for such cases although some studies suggest an apparent power law exponent ξ = 9/2. For range dependent redistribution of load (see Section IV.B) one can recover the finite value of σ c and the ELS like mean field behavior for its failure statistics.
Extensions of the model to capture creep and fatigue behavior of composite materials are discussed in Section V.A. Some precursors of global failure are also discussed there. It appears, a detailed knowledge of the critical behavior of the model can help very precise determination of the global failure point from the well defined precursors. Finally we discussed a few extensions of the model to failures in communication networks, traffic jams and earthquakes in Section V.D.
As discussed here in details, the fiber bundle model not only gives an elegant and profound solution of the dynamic critical phenomena of failures in disordered systems, with the associated universality classes etc, but also offers the first ever solution to the entire linear and non-linear stress-strain behavior for any material up to its fracture or rupture point. Although the model had been introduced at about the same time (1925) as the Ising model for static critical phenomena, it is only now that the full (mean-field) critical dynamics in the fiber bundle model is solved. Apart from these, as discussed already, several aspects of the fluctuations in this model are now well understood. Even from this specific point of view, the model is not only intuitively very attractive, its critical behavior is extremely rich and intriguing. As mentioned already we do believe that this model will become a potential competitor of the Ising and related models in condensed matter physics for the study of collective failure dynamics and the associated critical behavior. The analytic and numerical results presented in this review should stand as a testimony to this potential of the model.
